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TL;DR
Topic models such as LDA, DocNADE, iDocNADEe have been popular in document
analysis. However, the traditional topic models have several limitations including: (1)
Bag-of-words (BoW) assumption, where they ignore word ordering, (2) Data sparsity,
where the application of topic models is challenging due to limited word co-occurrences,
leading to incoherent topics and (3) No Continuous Learning framework for topic learn-
ing in lifelong fashion, exploiting historical knowledge (or latent topics) and minimizing
catastrophic forgetting.
This thesis focuses on addressing the above challenges within neural topic modeling
framework. We propose: (1) Contextualized topic model that combines a topic and a lan-
guage model and introduces linguistic structures (such as word ordering, syntactic and
semantic features, etc.) in topic modeling, (2) A novel lifelong learning mechanism into
neural topic modeling framework to demonstrate continuous learning in sequential doc-
ument collections and minimizing catastrophic forgetting. Additionally, we perform a
selective data augmentation to alleviate the need for complete historical corpora during
data hallucination or replay.
xi

Abstract
Availability of huge amount of unstructured text data demands the development of
smart text mining techniques and algorithms. Topic modeling is one such technique in
which the underlying semantic structures, i.e., topics, are extracted, from a large corpus
of documents, in a co-occurrence pattern. While, the Natural Language Processing (NLP)
community, in recent years, has developed state-of-the-art Topic Models (TMs) like La-
tent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2], Replicated Softmax (RSM) [39], Document Neural Au-
toregressive Distribution Estimator (DocNADE) [23] and Document Informed Neural Au-
toregressive Distribution Estimator (iDocNADE/iDocNADEe) [12], they have their own
drawbacks. First drawback is the missing context information in Topic Models, i.e., loss of
sequential (word order) information, after summarization into bag-of-words (BoW) repre-
sentation and hence semantics of the context around the words is permanently lost. Sec-
ond drawback comes from the issue of data sparsity, as Topic Models tend to generate
less coherent and less meaningful latent document representations for datasets with low
word co-occurence statistics i.e., small corpus or short text documents. Another motiva-
tion, rather than a drawback, is the idea to develop a topic model which can successively
learn from each newly available dataset, in a sequential fashion, and retain the past knowl-
edge, i.e., lifelong learning, to become an ever increasing knowledge base of latent topic
and word representations.
In this thesis work, we have developed (1) a Contextualized Topic Model and (2) a Life-
long Learning Topic Model, which do not have the afore-mentioned drawbacks and learn
informative latent topic and word representations which is shown with higher perfor-
mance on TM evaluation metrics. In order to achieve these goals, we focus on three tasks.
First, the missing language structure (word order) can be incorporated in Topic Model by
combining an LSTM based language model (LSTM-LM) with TM to become a Contextual-
ized Topic Model. While, TM learns latent topic and word representations from the entire
document in a co-occurrence pattern, the LSTM-LM learns latent word representations in
the language modeling framework. Second, the missing contextual knowledge, in sparse
datasets, can be transferred via pre-trained distributed word embeddings (GloVe), trained
on very large corpus (Wikipedia) in the form of a static prior knowledge to augment the
knowledge of the local context around a word. Third, to sub-divide the task of lifelong
learning into elementary tasks and study the effect of knowledge transfer from source
datasets and knowledge retention of source datasets during topic modeling of dataset un-
der consideration (target dataset). We call this Topic Model as Lifelong Learning Topic
Model as datasets are modeled, one after another, in a sequential manner. Document Neu-
xiii
ral Autoregressive Distribution Estimator (DocNADE) [23] has been used as the base Topic
Model (TM) in all of the three tasks.
Chapter 2 discusses past works on topic models (TMs) and addresses the drawbacks in
the existing methods, and gives an introduction about the Document Neural Autoregres-
sive Distribution Estimator (DocNADE). It explains how language models, like recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) and long short-term memory (LSTM) networks, learn the under-
lying language structure semantics of text data. It also discusses the difference between
language modeling and topic modeling. The last section of chapter 2, briefly, discusses
some recent works related to the composition of language models and topic models, i.e.,
composite models, and the problems they target.
Further, chapters 3 and 4 focus on the architecture and design of contextualized topic
model and lifelong learning topic model respectively. This is the core chapter of our thesis
work, where we emphasize on two different areas. First, we explore the contextualized
topic model architecture. We explain its weight sharing concept, attention parameter and
demonstrate the integration of LSTM-LM into TM. Second, we explore the lifelong learn-
ing topic model architecture. We explain its knowledge transfer concept, knowledge re-
tention concept, individual components of its final loss term and the attention parameters.
All this exploration contribute to the major outcome of this thesis work.
Chapters 5 and 6 give a detailed overview of the experiments performed and the eval-
uations done in this thesis work across a wide variety of long and short text datasets under
different settings of hyper-parameters. It explains the different evaluations metrics used in
this thesis work, i.e., Information Retrieval (IR), Perplexity (PPL), Topic Coherence (COH)
and Classification (F1), to quantify the improvements.
In conclusion, we observe that the introduction of language structure in DocNADE Topic
Model helps in learning the better latent topic and word representations which can be
observed from the significant improvement in Topic Coherence (COH), Information Re-
trieval (IR) and Perplexity-per-word (PPL) evaluation metrics. For short text datasets, the
introduction of pre-trained distributed word embeddings reports further improvement in
latent topic and word representations. For the Lifelong Learning Topic Model, we ob-
serve that there is an inverse relationship between the degree of retention of past learning
(from source datasets) and degree of learning on the target dataset. However, we observe
that both retention and transfer of previous knowledge results in learning the better latent
topic and word representations on the target dataset. Our work related to the contextu-
alized topic model has been accepted at the Seventh International Conference on Learning
Representations (ICLR-2019), New Orleans.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview
To extract a sensible knowledge or get a meaningful representation from text data is one of
the major tasks in the field of Natural Language Understanding (NLU). As more and more
information is becoming available every day, that too mostly in the form of unstructured
text data, it is becoming difficult to access the relevant and desired information. In recent
years, the Natural Language Processing (NLP) community has developed some powerful
techniques which can be used to mine through the data and get sensible information. There
are a number of levels at which we can extract meaningful information - from words to
sentences to paragraphs to documents.
Topic modeling is one such technique, at document level, which can extract meaningful
information in the form of latent semantic topical structures from a collection of docu-
ments. Contrasting from rule-based text mining techniques, it is an unsupervised tech-
nique used for finding a collection of words, i.e., a topic, such that the words exists in a
repeating pattern of co-occurrence in a corpus of documents. For example, consider two
topics mentioned below:
• T1: {atheism, sin, Jesus, god, bible}
• T2: {farm, crops, wheat, barley, tractor}
The words present in T1 would, mostly, co-occur in a similar context in different docu-
ments across the document corpus and they together constitute a topic related to Religion.
Similarly, the words present in T2 follow a high co-occurrence statistics and together con-
stitute a topic related to Farming.
Probabilistic topic models, such as LDA (Blei et al., 2003) [2], Replicated Softmax (RSM)
(Salakhutdinov & Hinton, 2009) [39] and neural topic models like Document Neural Au-
toregressive Distribution Estimator (DocNADE) (Larochelle & Lauly, 2012 [20]; Zheng et
al., 2016 [44]; Lauly et al., 2017 [23]) are often used to extract meaningful topics from a doc-
ument corpus. Subsequently, they learn latent document representations that can be used
to perform NLP tasks such as information retrieval (IR), document classification or text
summarization. In other words, topic models (TMs) are very useful for the purpose for
document clustering, organizing large blocks of textual data, information retrieval from
unstructured text and feature selection.
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1.2. Problem statements
While there are many advantages of topic models as mentioned before, there are some
drawbacks of these probabilistic and neural topic models which deter their performance.
We have mentioned below three such specific challenges.
1. Missing language structure information in topic models (TMs): Probabilistic topic
models ignore word order by summarizing a given context as a bag-of-words repre-
sentation. Therefore, the semantics of the words in the context is lost. Consider the
two sentences:
• Bear falls into market territory
• Market falls into bear territory
The bag-of-words representation of these two sentences would be the same (i.e., same
uni-gram statistics) but they refer to different semantics. While, the word bear in the
first sentence is a proper noun & subject and relates to the animal topic; it is an object
in the second sentence and relates to the stock market trading topic.
2. Data sparsity: Sparse datasets such as a corpus of short text documents, a corpus
of few documents or both, generally, do not contain enough word co-occurrences
across the document corpus for efficient application of topic models. Therefore, the
application of topic models (TMs) can be challenging because the generated topics
would not be coherent enough to be considered as a good representation of the entire
document corpus.
3. Lifelong learning: In the settings of online learning, where, topic models (TMs) learn
latent topic representations progressively from each dataset that becomes available,
TMs tend to forget the learning, i.e., catastrophic forgetting, from previous datasets,
while learning latent topic representations on the current dataset. Similarly, in the
settings of transfer learning, TMs adapt the transferred knowledge according to new
datasets, thus forgetting learning from previous datasets.
The first two challenges of topic models (TMs) are more of their limitations which, ul-
timately and unfortunately, affect the latent topic representations of the document corpus
and would have a significant impact on the performance of evaluation metrics like clus-
tering, information retrieval (IR), perplexity per word (PPL), topic coherence (COH) etc.
However, the third challenge is a way of operation, which, if successfully implemented,
would enable the topic models to progressively learn and maintain topic and word knowl-
edge information in a sequential modeling of text datasets.
2
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1.3. Proposals
For the problems of topic models (TMs) stated above, we have briefly explained our pro-
posed ideas below:
1. To handle the above-mentioned problem of missing context in topic models (TMs), we
focus on incorporating the language structure information from language models
(LMs) such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network into topic models (TMs).
We have tried to keep the applicability of the model as general as possible. To
quantify the improvements we mainly focus on information retrieval (IR), perplexity
(PPL) and topic coherence (COH) as the evaluation metrics.
2. To handle the problem of data sparsity in topic models (TMs), we focus on the trans-
fer of contextual knowledge via distributional priors i.e., pre-trained distributed
word embeddings. Distributed word embedding representations learned on huge
datasets, like Wikipedia, using language models (LMs) encode the important infor-
mation about the different types of context in which a particular word appear.
3. For integration of lifelong learning in topic modeling process, we focus our attention
on three different aspects of lifelong learning:
a) Selection of those documents from previous datasets which have a good do-
main overlap with the current dataset and use them in co-training with the new
dataset to enhance the word co-occurrence statistics. This would result in more
coherent topic representations.
b) Retention of knowledge from previous datasets by minimizing the deviation of
new model parameters from the parameters learned on previous datasets.
c) Explicit transfer of learning from previous datasets via word embeddings trans-
fer with attention. Accumulation and transfer of the contextual information of
words from previous datasets in the form of word embeddings would result in
the more meaningful topic representations for the new dataset.
Successful integration of these aspects in topic models (TMs) would result in the im-
proved latent topic and word representations on the new dataset while minimizing
the catastrophic forgetting of knowledge from previous datasets.
3
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2.1. Topic Modeling
2.1.1. Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)
Modeling of multidimensional data, like text data, by estimating its probability distribu-
tion is one of the most common problems in natural language processing (NLP) research.
One core challenge that comes in the way of distribution estimation is the curse of dimen-
sionality. This problem had confounded NLP researchers for a long time. But, significant
efforts have been made in the past to overcome this problem and achieve very efficient
and fast algorithms for probability distribution estimation of text corpora/discrete multi-
dimensional data. One example for such type of model is Restricted Boltzmann Machine
(RBM) (Hinton 2002) [16], (Gupta 2015) [10] [9] shown in fig. 2.1. It transforms binary
input data into latent feature space, in an unsupervised fashion, and then regenerate the
input data to learn probability distribution of input data. RBM is an undirected proba-
bilistic graphical model which associate probability to a particular configuration of binary
visible (v ∈ {0, 1}D) and hidden/latent layer (h ∈ {0, 1}H ) in terms of a joint energy func-
tion, where D is the size of the input vector and H is the size of the latent vector. The joint
energy function is described in eq. ( 2.1) and its associated probability is described in eq.
( 2.2), where W ∈ RD×H , b ∈ RD and c ∈ RH are the model parameters.
E(v,h) = −bT − cT − vTWh (2.1)
P (v,h) =
1
Z
exp(−E(v,h)) (2.2)
Z =
∑
v
∑
h
exp(−E(v,h)) (2.3)
One drawback of RBM is that the exact inference of the probability term, in eq. ( 2.2), is
intractable. The normalization constant (Z), in eq. ( 2.3), is called as partition function which
is responsible for making the sum of the probabilities of all possible configurations of visi-
ble (v) and hidden units (h) go to unity, as seen in eq. ( 2.2). However, summation over all
possible binary configurations of visible (v) and hidden (h) units is exponential in number,
hence computationally intractable. Again, when the log-likelihood of a set of input data
is calculated, the partition function (Z) makes it intractable. So, RBM uses approximation
algorithms to compute the inexact log-likelihood. As a result, it would be impractical to
5
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h0 h1
v2v1v0
Binary visible units
Binary hidden units
Figure 2.1.: Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) model with bi-partite connections
between binary visible and hidden units.
compute the gradient of an inexact log-likelihood function of input data. Therefore, for
these particular reasons, training of RBM is done efficiently using Contrastive Divergence
(CD) [16] or Persistent Contrastive Divergence (PCD) [41] and samples from RBM can be
generated by using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to convergence, with
Gibbs sampling as the transition operator using conditional probability eq. ( 2.4), for gen-
erating hidden state given visible state, and eq. ( 2.5) for generating visible state given
hidden state.
p(h|v) =
H∏
j=1
p(hj |v) =
H∏
j=1
sigmoid(cj + vTW:,j) (2.4)
p(v|h) =
D∏
i=1
p(vi|h) =
D∏
i=1
sigmoid(bi +Wi,:h) (2.5)
2.1.2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
Topic modeling is the task of identifying multiple sets of words called topics which can
best describe a given document corpus. These topics are usually called the latent informa-
tion and helps in efficient processing of a large collection of documents. Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) [2] is a generative probabilistic graphical model that
represents an item (document) of a collection as a finite composite over a fixed latent set
of topics and each topic is characterized by a distribution over words. This composite rep-
resentation of documents over latent topics is very useful for basic text processing tasks
like classification, information retrieval, sentiment analysis, summarization etc. while pre-
serving essential statistical relationships. This type of topic modeling is identical to the
probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) [19], except with the assumption that LDA
has a sparse Dirichlet prior as topic distribution. The sparse Dirichlet priors encode the in-
6
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Figure 2.2.: Graphical model representation [2] of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
tuition that documents cover only a small set of topics and that topics use only a small set
of words frequently. In practice, this results in a precise topic distribution for documents
and better disambiguation of words. LDA is a generalization of the pLSA model, which is
equivalent to LDA under a uniform Dirichlet prior distribution.
The generative process of a document (w) in LDA is described below:
1. Choose the number of words the document is going to have according to Poisson
distribution i.e., {N ∼ Poisson(ξ)}
2. Choose the probability mixture of topics the document is going to have according to
Dirichlet distribution (over a fixed set of K topics) i.e., {θ ∼ Dirichlet(α)}
3. Now, generate all the words in document by:
a) Choose a topic from a multinomial distribution over the chosen set of topics θ
i.e., {zn ∼Multinomial(θ)}
b) Choose a word from multinomial distribution of topic (zn) over words using
parameter β i.e., {wn ∼ p(wn|zn, β)}
The graphical representation of LDA is shown in fig. 2.2. Let’s say we are going to gen-
erate M documents with each document having N words. Now, α is a dirichlet distribution
parameter (a vector) which samples the probability distribution θ, of a fixed mixture of K
topics, M times for each document. Using multinomial distribution, from each θ, a topic
(z) is sampled N times for N words in each document. Finally, using the topic z and β
which is the probability distribution vector for topic z, a word is sampled N times. It is
important to note that the joint posterior probability of θ and z, i.e., p(θ, z|w, α, β), is in-
tractable to compute for exact inference. Therefore, variational inference algorithm is used
for inference and learning.
2.1.3. Replicated Softmax (RSM)
Probabilistic graphical models using Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) have been
developed in the past for the task of topic modeling. While RBM has been able to produce
7
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Figure 2.3.: Replicated Softmax (RSM) model with an illustration of how multiple softmax
visible units can be combined into a multinomial visible unit for topic modeling. The
connection weights between hidden units and softmax visible units are shared.
good distributed latent representations on the input data and has performed well in tasks
like information retrieval and clustering, it has been unable to properly deal with docu-
ments of different lengths, which makes learning very unstable and hard. For undirected
models, like RBM, marginalizing over latent variables is generally an intractable operation,
which makes modeling far more difficult.
Replicated Softmax (RSM) (Salakhutdinov & Hinton, 2009) [39] model, and its variant
RNN-RSM (Gupta et al., 2018) [13], is a combination of different sized Restricted Boltz-
mann Machines (RBMs). RSM models word count data by creating a seperate RBM for
each document with as many softmax units, in visible layer, as there are words in the doc-
ument (D). Further, it ignores the word order in the document to share the same set of
weights, among all the softmax units, connecting them to binary latent units. Another
way of putting it is instead of D softmax units a multinomial unit can be used which can
be sampled as many times as there are words in the document (D). Therefore, it has a
better way of dealing with documents of different lengths.
Consider modeling a word count matrix V ∈ RK×D of a document where, K is the
vocabulary size and D is number of words in the document. Each column of V represents
each word of the document in a one-hot encoding. To model this observed binary matrix
V, D different RBMs with the same latent binary vector (h ∈ {0, 1}H ), can be used and
8
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the combined energy function of the configuration {V,h} is given in eq. ( 2.6), where
{W,a, b} are the model parameters and H is the size of the latent unit. The probability
of this visible binary matrix V as per the model is given in eq. ( 2.7), where, Z is again
the partition function described in eq. ( 2.8). Now, if we ignore the order of the words and
share the weights connecting the visible softmax units to the binary hidden units, the same
combined energy function ( 2.6) of the configuration {V,h} can be described as in eq. ( 2.9),
where vˆk =
∑D
i=1 v
k
i denotes the count for the k
th word in the document. The weights can
now be shared by the whole family of different-sized RBMs that are created for documents
of different lengths, fig. ( 2.3). Also, the bias term a is scaled up by the document length
D, in eq. ( 2.9), to allow the hidden topic units to efficiently deal with the documents of
different lengths.
E(V,h) = −
D∑
i=1
F∑
j=1
K∑
k=1
W kijhjv
k
i −
D∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
vki b
k
i −
F∑
j=1
hjaj (2.6)
P (V) =
1
Z
∑
h
exp(−E(V,h)) (2.7)
Z =
∑
V
∑
h
exp(−E(V,h)) (2.8)
E(V,h) = −
F∑
j=1
K∑
k=1
W kj hj vˆ
k −
K∑
k=1
vˆkbk −D
F∑
j=1
hjaj (2.9)
Notice that the RSM model still has the partition function in probability equation, which
makes its way to the log-likelihood of the model, ultimately, making the exact inference
intractable. Therefore, in RSM, the minimization of negative log-likelihood is done using
Contrastive Divergence (CD) [16] algorithm.
2.1.4. Neural Autoregressive Distribution Estimator (NADE)
We have already seen that the calculation of the exact probability of a binary observable
in RBM is computationally intractable for moderately large models. The consequence of
this is that the RBM cannot be trained using normal gradient based methods like Stochastic
Gradient Descent method (SGD) but using Contrastive Divergence (CD) [16], which makes
an approximation of the log-likelihood of the model. Also, it approximates the probability
of unseen test samples which makes it hard to understand how good the learned model
distribution fits the actual data. To tackle this problem Larochelle & Murray (2011) [21]
introduced a feed forward neural network called Neural Autoregressive Distribution Esti-
mator (NADE) which is inspired by RBM but is asymmetrical in structure. The connections
between binary input units (v ∈ {0, 1}D) and hidden units (h ∈ RH ) is autoregressive in
nature as seen in fig. 2.4, where D is the size of the input/output layers and H is the
9
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Figure 2.4.: Neural Estimator Distribution Estimator (NADE) model with autoregressive
connections between binary input and hidden units. Connections shown with the same
color share same weights. Connections between hidden units and regenerated output are
linear in nature.
size of the hidden layer. This autoregressive framework is employed to model the exact
probability distribution of high dimensional binary input variables. In contrast to RBM,
computation of the probability of binary observable (v) under NADE model is tractable
and efficient.
Consider modeling of aD dimensional binary vector v = [v1, ..., vi−1, vi, ..., vD]T . NADE
computes the exact probability of vector v, using chain rule, as mentioned in eq. 2.10,
where, v<i consists of all the binary units before vi i.e., [v1, ..., vi−1], and vi is the ith binary
unit in vector v. However, the probability conditional p(vi|v<i) can be converted into a
more suitable form as in eq. 2.11.
p(v) =
D∏
i=1
p(vi|v<i) (2.10)
p(vi|v<i) =
∑
v>i
∑
h
p(vi,v>i,h|v<i) (2.11)
It is already established that the conditional p(vi,v>i,h|v<i) is intractable to compute
in RBM. Therefore, this conditional should be approximated with another distribution
q(vi,v>i,h|v<i) in such a way that q(vi|v<i) is easy to compute and acts as an approxima-
tion of the actual conditional p(vi|v<i). Larochelle & Murray used mean-field distribution, in
which a factorial decomposition is assumed to compute the approximation q(vi,v>i,h|v<i).
They further proceed by minimizing the KL divergence between p(vi,v>i,h|v<i) and
q(vi,v>i,h|v<i).
However, this mean-field approximation computation is quite slow with convergence
taking upto many iterations. The calculation is also impractical for large dimensions (D)
10
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of binary visible vector (v) because of the repetition of the computation for all units of
the binary visible vector. To keep the things simple, NADE model uses only one iteration
of mean-field approximation, which transforms to a feed forward neural network with
a single hidden layer with tied, autoregressive, connections between visible and hidden
units. So, the equations for computation of hidden units and output units can be described
as in equations ( 2.13) and ( 2.14). These autoregressive connections also helps in speeding
up the computation of all conditionals in eq. ( 2.10). Also, NADE model is different from
RBM as it has different matrices for encoding and decoding as seen in fig. ( 2.4). Finally, the
training is done by minimizing the average negative log-likelihood (NLL) of the training
dataset using any gradient based methods, eq. ( 2.12).
Figure 2.5.: Algorithm [21] for computation of p(v) and gradients in NADE model
11
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NLL =
1
N
N∑
n=1
− log p(vn) = 1
N
N∑
n=1
D∑
i=1
− log p(vni |vn<i) (2.12)
hi(v<i) = g(c +
∑
k<i
W:,kvk) (2.13)
p(vi = 1|v<i) = sigmoid(bi + Vi,: · hi(v<i)) (2.14)
where,
• g() is any activation function and N is the total number of documents in dataset
• W ∈ RD×H is the encoding matrix connecting visible layer to the hidden layer
• V ∈ RH×D is the decoding matrix connecting the hidden layer to the output layer
• c ∈ RH and b ∈ RD are the encoding and decoding biases respectively
NADE is also closely related to autoencoders, i.e. neural networks trained to reproduce
the input at the output. An alternative view of NADE is as an autoencoder that has been
wired such that its output can be used to assign probabilities to input observations in a
valid way. Algorithm for computation of p(v) and gradients in NADE model is detailed in
fig 2.5.
In conclusion, the NADE model transforms an intractable distribution from RBM into
a tractable and efficient distribution. In NADE the probabilities of input binary variables
can be computed accurately and training can be done using stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) or any other gradient based methods without making any approximation.
2.1.5. Document Neural Autoregressive Distribution Estimator (DocNADE)
We have already seen that, for the task of topic modeling, RBM is capable of modeling
binary vectors observations, but it is incapable of modeling word count vectors i.e., RBM
cannot model bag-of-words representations of documents. For that task we have Replicated
Softmax (RSM) model, which has softmax observable units and can model the binary
observable matrix using separate RBMs for each word. RSM can handle variable length
documents by sharing visible to hidden weights among D softmax observable units or
single multinomial observable unit sampled D times.
Similarly, Document Neural Autoregressive Distribution Estimator (DocNADE) (Laroc-
helle & Lauly, 2012) [23] (Gupta et al., 2019) [12] is an extension of NADE model which
can learn meaningful representations of texts from a collection of documents in an unsu-
pervised fashion. Similar to NADE, it has a feed forward neural network architecture and
learns the probability distribution of the bag-of-words representation of documents. It has
the same autoregressive connections between the softmax visible units and hidden layers
12
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Figure 2.6.: DocNADE [23] topic model with autoregressive connections between input
softmax units and latent units. The arrow (→) inside the hidden units (hi) denotes that
each hidden unit (hi) takes into account the previous words only (v1, ..., vi−1) for
regeneration probability vˆi of the word vi. Also, connections between a particular softmax
visible (vi) and its corresponding hidden units (hi+1, ...,hD) share weights.
Figure 2.7.: Word representation matrix of DocNADE with each column as vector
representation of words in the vocabulary V [23]
as in NADE as seen in fig. 2.6. The hidden layers, in DocNADE, capture the latent seman-
tic structures of the documents called as topics, hence topic modeling. DocNADE generate
topics based on the co-occurence statistics of words in different documents.
The bag-of-words representation of a document of arbitrary size D can be written as
v = [v1, v2, v3, ..., vD], where vi ∈ {1, 2, ..., V } is the index of the ith word in the fixed vocab-
ulary of size V . DocNADE uses a word representation matrix W ∈ RH×V , where H is the
dimension of hidden layer and each column W:,vi of the matrix is a vector representation
of the word vi in the vocabulary V as seen in fig. 2.7. The hidden layer representation can
be calculated using eq. ( 2.15), where the embedding of the ith word in the document is
the column with index vi in the matrix W and c ∈ RH is the input bias. Figure 2.8 illus-
trates the hidden layer computation as mentioned in eq. ( 2.15), where g() is any activation
13
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Figure 2.8.: Computation of hidden layer [23], g( ) can be any activation function
Figure 2.9.: The highlighted nodes indicate the path from main node to word vi in
probabilistic binary tree [23]
function.
hi(v<i) = g(c +
∑
k<i
W:,vk) (2.15)
Using hidden layer representation, total probability of a document of size D can be cal-
culated, in an autoregressive manner like NADE, as mentioned in eq. ( 2.16). To compute
each conditional p(vi|v<i) in eq. ( 2.16), a simple softmax layer can be used with a shared
weight matrix V ∈ RH×V and bias b ∈ RV with each hidden layer hi. But, as the vocab-
ulary size V of a document corpus is generally a very high number and a softmax layer
scales linearly with vocabulary size V i.e., computational complexity of O(V ). Therefore,
it is prohibitive to use a linear softmax layer, instead DocNADE uses a probabilistic binary
tree softmax to reduce the complexity to O(log V ), for a balanced tree. This probabilis-
tic tree approach has been used in probabilistic language models in the past (Morin and
Bengio, 2005 [28]; Mnih and Hinton, 2009 [27]). Each of the word vi in the vocabulary is
present at the leaves of this binary tree and the probability of a word can be calculated
by multiplication of all node probabilities in the path, l(vi) = [l(vi)1, l(vi)2, ...] to reach the
word vi in the tree as seen in fig. 2.9 and eq. ( 2.17), where Π(vi) = [pi(vi)1, pi(vi)2, ...] is the
sequence of left/right decisions at every node in the path l(vi). The value of pi(vi)m would
be 0 if vi is in the left sub-tree or 1 if it is in the right subtree. The probability of a node
pi(vi)m, in path l(vi), is calculated with logistic classifier using hidden layer hi(v<i) and
weights Vl(vi)m,: as shown in eq. ( 2.18). The matrix V
V×H store the weights for each logis-
tic classifier in its rows. Then, the total probability of the tree path l(vi) can be calculated,
using eq. ( 2.18), as shown in eq. ( 2.17).
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p(v) =
D∏
i=1
p(vi|v<i) (2.16)
p(vi = w|v<i) =
Π(vi)∏
m=1
p(pi(vi)m = pi(w)m|v<i) (2.17)
p(pi(vi)m = 1|v<i) = sigmoid(bl(vi)m + Vl(vi)m,: · hi(v<i)) (2.18)
Since, there are log(V ) nodes in any path from main node to a leaf in a balanced binary
tree, the computational complexity of regeneration of a word is O(log(V )H), instead of
O(V H) in case of a linear softmax layer. Therefore, for a document of D words the com-
plexity of regeneration is O(log(V )HD). One thing to note here is that the word order
in a document is lost when converted to bag-of-words representation v. But, DocNADE
still learns good representations of documents by training on different permutations of the
same bag-of-words vector. With this procedure, DocNADE learns to predict a new word
at a random position in a document while preserving overall semantics of the document
which helps in identifying the intruder words in the document. Algorithm for computing
hidden layer (h) and negative log-likelihood in DocNADE model is detailed in fig 2.10.
Therefore, DocNADE is a simple, powerful feed-forward neural network architecture
which has a fast and efficient way to train on documents which have lost the information
about the ordering of words.
2.1.6. Latent Dirichlet Allocation with Product of Experts (ProdLDA)
Generally, probabilistic topic models, like LDA, have the disadvantage of the intractable
inference of the posterior distribution. To circumvent this problem, mean field approx-
imation is used to do an efficient inference of the the posterior distribution. Therefore,
the objective becomes to minimize the Kullback-Liebler (KL) divergence between the ap-
proximate variational posterior and the true posterior distributions. For LDA, there exist a
closed form coordinate descent equations for this optimization problem because dirichlet
and multinomial distribution are conjugate in nature. But, if the model changes, then it
depends on the author’s ability to derive the closed form equations for that model. In this
way mean field approximation is not flexible in nature.
So, there is a need of a black-box inference method to circumvent this issue of deriving
the optimization equations. Autoenconding Variational Bayes (AEVB) is one of the black-
box inference methods generally used instead. In AEVB, an inference network is used to
calculate variational parameters using data as input and a Monte Carlo estimation, also
known as “reparameterization trick”, is used to calculate the expectation of variational
posterior distribution. However, using AEVB and applying this “reparameterization trick”
in topic models has some practical challenges like choice of reparameterization function
15
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Figure 2.10.: Algorithm [23] for computing hidden layer and negative log-likelihood loss
for DocNADE topic model. Here, |pi(vi)| denotes the length of Π(vi) vector of node
probabilities to reach the word vi is the probabilistic binary tree and g() is an activation
function.
and component collapsing. A new method called Autoencoding Variational Inference for
Topic Models (AVITM) (Srivastava & Sutton, 2018) [40] propose to solve these problems.
LDA [2] assume the document distribution as a mixture of multinomial distributions.
The problem with this assumption is that this mixed distribution can never make predic-
tions that are sharper than the individual components of the mixture. ProdLDA model
offers to alleviate this problem by replacing the mixture distribution by product of ex-
perts, which by design is able to have sharper predictions than individual components.
Additionally, the ProdLDA model is trained using AVITM as black-box inference method.
In summary, ProdLDA trained with AVITM black-box method has following advan-
tages:
1. It has better topic coherence than LDA.
2. Training with AVITM is very fast and efficient than standard mean-field because
AVITM requires only one forward pass, through the neural network, on new data.
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3. AVITM is a black-box, so no new mathematical derivations to handle changes in
existing model.
2.1.7. Sparse Contextual Hidden and Observed Language Autoencoder
(SCHOLAR)
Document metadata like date, source, timestamp, rating and author is generally ignored
during document topic modeling. Inspired by SLDA (Wang & Grimson, 2007) [1] and
SAGE (Eisenstein et al., 2011) [7], SCHOLAR (Card et al., 2017) [4] incorporates this meta-
data information into topic modeling by making variations in LDA generative process on
the lines of ProdLDA model. These changes in generative process of LDA enforce changes
in the inference mechanism. Therefore, SCHOLAR uses variational inference framework
as a black-box mechanism, like AVITM [40], to circumvent the problem of deriving new
optimization equations. Therefore, it is safe to say that SCHOLAR topic model is equiva-
lent to ProdLDA topic model with metadata information using similar autoencoding vari-
ational inference as black-box inference tool. In conclusion, SCHOLAR produces more
coherent topics at the cost of worse perplexity-per-word than LDA topic model.
2.2. Neural Language Modeling
2.2.1. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
The sequence in which the particular words are written to make a meaningful sentence
is very important to understand the syntax and semantics of the language used. As you
read the sentence word by word you accumulate the meaning from the understanding
of the previous words i.e., previous context. While, the sequence of words in a sentence
is important, but equally important is the persistence of the knowledge from previous
context to establish long-term dependency between two sentences or two paragraphs. If
a machine can understand the natural language then it can perform tasks like sentiment
analysis, language translation, answering the questions etc. However, if a machine has to
understand the meaning of a sentence then it has to understand the syntax of the language
used and also the semantics accumulated from previous context.
However, there is special type of neural network called Recurrent neural network (RNN)
(Gupta et al., 2015) [8] (Gupta et al., 2016) [15] (Vu et al., 2016) [42] (Rajaram et al., 2018)
[36] (Gupta & Schu¨tze, 2018) [14] which can process input data word by word in a given
sequence and accumulates the information for a long period. As seen in fig. 2.11 RNN has
a loop in its architecture which can be thought of as the transfer of accumulated informa-
tion. This loop represents the temporal dimension of RNN where at each point in time (t)
an input (xt) from the sequence is given and the loop provides the information about the
previous context [x1, ..., xt−1]. Upon unrolling the loop, as illustrated in fig. 2.12, RNN
can be seen as the multiple copies of the same network, each passing some information to
the successor.
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Figure 2.11.: Recurrent neural network with loop
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Figure 2.12.: Recurrent neural network with unfolding in time. Information from one time
step (h1) is transferred to the next time step (h2) using Whh parameter.
For language modeling using RNN, the input is given as a sequence of words (xt) at
different time steps (t) and calculate the generative probability of next words from hidden
units (ht) using parameters Wxh,Whh,Who, shared across all time steps. Consider mod-
eling a sequence of vector x1, ..., xn, we first calculate the hidden representation (ht) ac-
cording to eq. ( 2.19) and then calculate output vector (ot) and then, using a softmax layer
at the output (ot) we can calculate the prediction probabilities of all the words p(x|ht) in
vocabulary (V ) as per eq. ( 2.20). Finally, we can calculate the total generative probability
of the input sentence as mentioned in eq. ( 2.21).
ht = g(Whh · ht−1 +Wxh · xt) (2.19)
Where, Wxh is the parameter connecting input to hidden layer, Whh is the parameter
responsible for accumulation of information by connecting hidden layer of one time step
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Figure 2.13.: Black arrows indicate the flow of information during forward pass (forward
in time) in RNN and red arrows indicates the backward flow of final loss through time
(BPTT) to calculate the gradients of weight parameters.
to the hidden layer of next time step, and Who is the parameter connecting hidden layer to
output. Function g( ) can be any activation function.
p(x|ht) = softmax(ot); ot = Who · ht (2.20)
p(x) =
n∏
t=1
p(x = xt|ht−1) (2.21)
In the past RNNs have proven to be very successful in tasks like language modeling,
machine translation and sentiment analysis. Traditional neural networks optimize their
parameters using backpropagation algorithm. In backpropagation algorithm, the final loss
moves backwards, from the output, through the weight parameters to the inputs in a way
that assigns an error term to every weight parameter. Using that error term, the derivative
of the final loss with respect to the weight parameters can be calculated which is essential
for gradient based optimization methods. But, RNNs use an extension of backpropagation
algorithm called backpropagation through time (BPTT) [29], in which the final loss flows
back in temporal dimension as demonstrated in fig. 2.13 with gradients shown by red
arrows.
2.2.2. Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM)
Sometimes, prediction of a new word require information about the recent past context, so
RNN can learn that gap and can perform well in word prediction probability task. Let’s
consider the sentence “Berlin is the capital of Germany”, here to predict the word “Ger-
many” correctly the model can understand the context from “Berlin” and “capital of” that
next word is going to be “Germany”. Like this, RNNs can learn to use the past context
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where the gap is small i.e., short-term dependency. Now consider the new sentence “I
grew up in India. I studied ... I speak fluent Hindi.” the words “speaks” & “fluent” sug-
gests that the next word is the name of a language but doesn’t narrow it down to “Hindi”.
But, if we look further back into the context then the word “India” suggests that language
should be “Hindi”. In theory, RNN should be able to learn these long-term dependencies
but, in practice, it seems difficult for RNN to learn long-term dependencies. This problem
of RNNs is due to Vanishing gradient problem. Vanishing gradient problem in RNNs was
first explored by Hochreiter (1991) [17].
Now when we do backpropagation through time (BPTT) i.e moving backward in the
network and calculating gradients of final loss with respect to the weights, the gradients
tends to get smaller and smaller as we keep on moving backward in the Network, it is
therefore called as the vanishing gradient problem. This means that the neurons in the
Earlier layers learn very slowly as compared to the neurons in the later layers in the net-
work hierarchy. The Earlier layers in the network are slowest to train. Earlier layers in the
Network are important because they are responsible to learn and detecting the abstract
patterns and are actually the building blocks of the whole network. Obviously, if the ear-
lier layers give improper and inaccurate results, then how can we expect the next layers
and the complete network to perform nicely and produce accurate results. The maximum
value of the gradient of sigmoid activation function is 0.25, which multiplies with itself in
multiple layers during backpropagation algorithm and hence vanishes the gradients. That
is why sigmoid and tanh activation functions are rarely used in RNN.
Ct-1
ht-1
ht
Ct
ht
xt
ft
it ot
ft = sigmoid(Whf ·ht−1+Wxf ·xt+bf )
it = sigmoid(Whi ·ht−1 +Wxi ·xt + bi)
Cˆt = tanh(Whc · ht−1 +Wxc · xt + bc)
Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ Cˆt
ot = sigmoid(Who ·ht−1 +Wxo ·xt+bo)
ht = tanh(Ct) ∗ ot
Figure 2.14.: On the left, the gated internal structure of LSTM [32] unit. On the right, the
equations used to calculate the outputs of those gates using inputs, hidden units and
weight parameters.
Long Short Term Memory (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) [18] (Gupta et al., 2018)
[11] network, usually just called as “LSTM”, is a special type of RNN, capable of learning
long-term dependencies. LSTM is explicitly designed to avoid the long-term dependency
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problem of the conventional RNN. Remembering information for long periods of time is
practically the default behavior of LSTM network, not something it struggle to learn. In-
stead of having a non-linearity repetition structure in RNN, LSTM has a 4 gated repetition
structure as shown in fig. 2.14(left). In addition to transmission of previous hidden state
to next hidden state, LSTM also transmits cell state Ct. Let’s look at the equations of the
LSTM cell and their description.
First gate is called the forget gate (ft) which decides what information in cell state (Ct)
is not useful and has to be forgotten as can be seen in the (first) eq. in fig. 2.14(right).
The output of forget gate, between 0 and 1, gets multiplied in previous cell state (Ct−1) to
forget the less important information and keep the more important ones. Second gate is
called the input gate consisting of two parts, first is the input gate importance factor (it)
with values between 0 and 1 and second is the new input information (Cˆt). Therefore, the
new important information is calculated using factor it ∗ Cˆt and added in cell state (Ct) as
seen in (second, third and fourth) equations in fig. 2.14(right). The fourth and final gate is
called the output gate (ot) which decides how much information from new cell state (Ct)
gets transmitted to output of the cell as can be seen in (fifth) eq. in fig. 2.14(right). In a gist,
forget gate (ft) removes less important information, input gate (it) adds the new important
information and output gate (ot) decides how much of the new cell state gets transmitted
through the output of the cell.
Now, it is evident that LSTM can learn to remove less important information or add
more important information in the network at any time step and hence has a mechanism
to remember log-term dependencies and not remember recent irrelevant information. To
conclude, LSTM is a special type of RNN which is designed in a way to avoid the vanishing
gradient problem and remember long-term dependencies, using gated architecture, which
is very important for generative language modeling tasks.
2.3. Composite Modeling
2.3.1. Topically Driven Neural Language Model (TDLM)
Topically driven language model (TDLM) (Lau et al., 2017) [22] propose to include the
global semantic knowledge into the language model to increase the generative likelihood
probability as opposed to language model itself. TDLM utilizes convolution based topic
model and LSTM based language model (LSTM-LM). Given a document as input, TDLM
uses the convolution network to generate a document vector from word embeddings of
the words present in a document. After that, a document specific topic vector is calculated
by association of the document vector with the topic matrix using an attention mechanism
to compute a weighted mean of topic vectors. This document specific topic vector is then
incorporated in the LSTM-LM for the prediction of succeeding words. While, the LSTM-
LM performs langauge modeling at the sentence level (local syntax and semantics), the
global document semantics is provided by the topic model using full document context
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except the sentence used by LSTM-LM, to prevent the TDLM model from memorizing the
next word via the topic model.
Figure 2.15.: Overall architecture of TDLM model [22]. It clearly illustrates how the global
semantic knowledge in the form of latent topic information is incorporated into the
language modeling side of TDLM model.
As, TDLM model is fully neural network based, the whole model is trained, end-to-end,
using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). TDLM resolves the problem of missing context
in sentence level language model by including document topic information vector using
convolution neural network. However it can be argued that instead of using sentences,
why not use full document in language model? But, there will again be the problem of
long-term dependencies and vanishing gradient in using full document as input. Refer to
the original paper (Lau et al., 2017) [22] for more detailed description of TDLM model.
2.3.2. A Recurrent Neural Network with Long-Range Semantic Dependency
(TopicRNN)
TopicRNN (Dieng et al., 2017) [6] model, similar to TDLM, proposes a generative com-
posite model by inclusion of long-term semantic dependencies from topic model into lan-
guage model to improve the word prediction probabilities and sentence generation of lan-
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guage model. It combine latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2] topic model and RNN based
language model into a composite model called TopicRNN. TopicRNN uses Gaussian dis-
tribution instead of Dirichlet distribution in LDA topic model to allow for more flexibility
during sequence prediction.
Figure 2.16.: Overall architecture of TopicRNN model [6] with a visual representation of
combination of topic vector (θ) and RNN hidden states (h) for joint prediction of words in
the sequence
For a given bag-of-words representation of a document, a topic vector (θ) is derived. Us-
ing the topic vector θ, RNN inputs xi, RNN hidden states hi and the stop word indicator
vectors li in a combined fashion the next word is predicted as illustrated in fig. 2.16. The
stop word indicator vector l is introduced to automatically handle the stop words in lan-
guage model as they are difficult to handle in topic model. Because of the use of Gaussian
distribution based probabilistic topic model, the exact inference of the input data likeli-
hood is intractable. Therefore, the training of TopicRNN is done end-to-end in an un-
supervised fashion by maximizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO) of the variational
inference of the objective function. TopicRNN addresses the problem of long-term depen-
dencies in RNN based language model by incorporating global document semantics, in
the form of a topic vector θ, during word prediction. Refer to the original paper (Dieng et
al., 2017) [6] for more detailed explanation of model architecture and inference mechanism.
2.3.3. Topic Compositional Neural Language Model (TCNLM)
Topic compositional neural language model (TCNLM) (Wang et al., 2018) [43] follows
a similar idea, as TopicRNN [6] and TDLM [22], of incorporating the global document
semantic information from topic model into the local semantic information of language
model in order to improve the word prediction probabilities and generation of meaningful
sentences. They use neural topic model (NTM) based on variational autoencoder frame-
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work and LSTM based language model (LSTM-LM) to combine together into the TCNLM
composite model.
Given a bag-of-words representation (d) of a document, TCNLM model uses the varia-
tional autoencoder structure in NTM to map d onto a topic vector t, which in turn is used
to regenerate d as illustrated in fig. 2.17 (left). On the language modeling side, TCNLM
uses Mixture-of-Experts (MoE) approach by keeping a separate list of LSTM weight matri-
ces for each of the topics. For a given topic vector t, it combines the different LSTM weight
matrices of all the topics according to the topic probabilities in t, then use the combined
weight matrix for language modeling. Exact inference, in TCNLM, is intractable because
of the variational autoencoder framework used on the topic modeling side. Therefore, the
training of TCNLM model is done end-to-end by maximizing the evidence lower bound
(ELBO) of the variational inference of the objective function. Refer to the original paper
(Wang et al., 2018) [43] for more detailed explanation of model architecture and inference
framework.
Figure 2.17.: Overall architecture of TCNLM model [43] with an illustration of the
composition of the variational autoencoder based topic model and Mixture-of-Experts
(MoE) based language model.
All of the composite models mentioned above, ie., TDLM, TopicRNN and TCNLM, ad-
dress the limitations of the long-term dependency and the missing context in LSTM/RNN
based language models by incorporating the global semantic and contextual information
via topic models. However, it is important to note that, our proposed models share the
idea of a composite model architecture with TDLM, TopicRNN and TCNLM, but we are
entirely focused on addressing the limitations of topic models using syntactic and local
contextual information from language model, while TDLM, TopicRNN and TCNLM are
focused on improving language model using global semantic knowledge from topic mod-
els.
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To summarize the modeling processes of topic models and language models, we have
listed down some ideas we have already discussed in previous chapters:
1. Topic models while very good at extracting latent semantic features, at the document
level, does not take into account the order of words which can be a problem in some
cases.
2. Language models are very good at learning about the syntax and semantics of the
language, mostly at the sentence level, by taking into account the actual order of the
words.
3. In case of sparse datasets, i.e., a small number of documents or the document length
is very small, the topic models do not capture the latent features efficiently because
of the low word co-occurrence statistics.
To tackle the problems of missing language structure information and data sparsity in topic
models, we describe two contributions below. We have used DocNADE as the base topic
model in all of our contributions.
3.1. Missing language structure information in DocNADE
In the recent past, an LSTM based language model (LSTM-LM) called ELMo (Peters et
al., 2018) [34] has shown the capabilities of language models to capture different language
concepts in a layer-wise fashion i.e., the lowest layer captures language syntax and the
topmost layer capture language semantics. However, generally, in LSTM-LMs to regen-
erate a word, the model does not look beyond its current sentence. Therefore, the word
occurrences and langauge semantics are modeled in a fine granularity and do not capture
semantics at the document level.
To mitigate this, recent studies such as TDLM (Lau et al., 2017) [22], Topic-RNN (Dieng
et al., 2016) [6] and TCNLM (Wang et al., 2018) [43] have integrated the merits of latent
topic models (TMs) and neural language models (LMs). These composite models have
focused on improving LMs with global semantics using latent topical information from
TMs.
In contrast, DocNADE (Larochelle & Lauly, 2012) [23] learns word occurrences across
the whole document i.e., coarse granularity (in the sense that the regeneration probability
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Figure 3.1.: DocNADE [23] topic model with autoregressive connections between input
softmax units and latent topic units. The arrow (→) inside the hidden units (hi) denotes
that each hidden unit (hi) takes into account the previous words only (v1, ..., vi−1) for
regeneration probability vˆi of the word vi. Also, the connections between a particular
softmax visible (vi) and corresponding hidden units (hi+1, ...,hN ) share the same weight
parameter.
of a word in a document equally depends on all the other words in the previous context
of that word in the document) However, since DocNADE is based on the bag-of-words
assumption, all of the language structure of the document is ignored.
To tackle this problem of missing language structure in topic models we incorporate
language structure information using LSTM based language model (LSTM-LM), thereby
accounting for word order (semantics) and language concepts (syntax).
This allows for the combined use of global context, i.e., coarse granularity, from Doc-
NADE model, without word order information, and local context, i.e., fine granularity, from
LSTM-LM, with consideration of word order information as seen in Fig 3.2, for better pre-
diction probabilities of words in DocNADE topic model.
The proposed topic model is named as contextualized-Document Neural Autoregressive
Distribution Estimator (ctx-DocNADE). ctx-DocNADE helps in learning complementary se-
mantics by combining language and latent topic learning in a unified neural autoregressive
framework.
To illustrate this, consider modeling a document of size N , DocNADE converts the doc-
ument in a bag-of-words vector v = [v1, v2, ..., vN ] where each element vi ∈ {1, 2, ..., V } is the
index of ith word of the document in a vocabulary of size V . Then, DocNADE computes
the joint probability of all the words, p(v), in the document v according to the chain rule
as follows:
p(v) =
N∏
i=1
p(vi|v<i) (3.1)
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Figure 3.2.: ctx-DocNADE topic model. On left is the DocNADE topic model which
provide global topic representations (hDNi ) of a document. In DocNADE, the connections
between a particular softmax visible (vi) and corresponding hidden units (hi+1, ..., hN )
share the same weight parameter. On right is the LSTM-LM language model which
provide the contextualized word representations (hLMi ) of every word in a sequential
manner. The arrow (→) inside hidden units (hi) of both models denotes that the previous
context of a word (vi) is taken to calculate the regenerative probability (vˆi). Both hidden
representation are combined using a λ parameter (in red) to calculate (vˆi). The word
representation matrix W is shared between DocNADE and LSTM-LM.
where each conditional, p(vi|v<i), is computed in an autoregressive fashion using the
preceeding observations v<i = [v1, ..., vi−1] in a feed-forward neural network for i ∈
{1, ..., N}. DocNADE computes the hidden layer, (hDNi ), and probability conditional,
p(vi|v<i), according to equations ( 3.2) and ( 3.3). Additionally, we ignore the computa-
tional efficiency of probabilistic binary tree, used in the original DocNADE model, and
use a linear softmax over the vocabulary size V to calculate the prediction probabilities of
words at the output.
hDNi (v<i) = g(b +
∑
k<i
W:,vk) (3.2)
p(vi|v<i) = softmax(c + UhDNi (v<i)) (3.3)
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where,
• g() is any activation function.
• W ∈ RH×V is a word representation matrix (encoding matrix) connecting the input
layer to the hidden layer, where each column W:,vi is a vector representation of word
vi in the vocabulary V andH is the number of hidden units i.e., the number of topics.
• U ∈ RV×H is a weight matrix (decoding matrix) connecting the hidden layer to the
softmax output layer.
• b ∈ RH and c ∈ RV are the input (encoding) and output (decoding) biases.
It is important to note here, in the example, that the past observations (v<i), which we
use in the conditionals, p(vi|v<i), may not be the actual words preceding the ith word in
the document. For the same document, LSTM-LM takes into account the actual order of
words in the document x = [x1, x2, ..., xN ] for N words in the document as seen in Fig
3.2 (right). Here, xi is represented by an embedding vector of dimension H using the
same word representation matrix W as used in DocNADE. Let ci = [x1, x2, ..., xi−1] be
the preceeding context for each element vi ∈ v. Therefore, LSTM-LM take into account
the exact previous context ci to get the hidden layer representation, hLMi (ci), of language
model for prediction of word vi as mentioned in eq. ( 3.4).
hLMi (ci) = LSTM-LM(ci, embedding = W) (3.4)
As we can see in fig. 3.2, using the hidden layer from DocNADE (hDNi ), which repre-
sents the latent topic representation, and the hidden layer from LSTM-LM (hLMi ), which
represents the language structure and semantics, are combined in a complementary fash-
ion, eq. ( 3.5), for prediction of the next word (vˆi), eq. ( 3.6). We use an attention parameter
(λ) over the hidden layer of LSTM-LM (hLMi ) to control the inflow of language structure
information into the DocNADE topic model.
hi(v<i) = hDNi (v<i) + λh
LM
i (ci) (3.5)
p(vi|v<i) = softmax(c + Uhi(v<i)) (3.6)
log p(v) =
N∑
i=1
log p(vi|v<i) (3.7)
The ctx-DocNADE model is jointly optimized to maximize pseudo log-likelihood, eq.
( 3.7), using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. We say pseudo log-likelihood
because the combined hidden representation hi(v<i) might incorporate some words from
the forward context v>i = [vi, ..., vN ] of the word vi using LSTM-LM hidden representation
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hLMi (ci). The ctx-DocNADE model learns better textual representations , which we have
quantified via generalizability (i.e., perplexity), interpretability (i.e., topic coherence) and
applicability (i.e., information retrieval and classification).
One thing to note here is that both DocNADE and LSTM-LM share the word represen-
tation matrix W of DocNADE to learn better word representations, i.e., word embeddings,
by accumulating the knowledge of global word co-occurences (from DocNADE) and local
language structure & semantics (from LSTM-LM), such that the better word representa-
tions would help in generating more coherent topics.
3.2. Account for data sparsity using distributional compositional
priors
While incorporating language structure and word order helps in learning better latent
representation (topics) for long texts and corpus of large number of documents, it is still a
big challenge to learn from context for short text or corpus of small number of documents.
The challenge comes from many reasons like:
1. Low frequency of word co-occurences because of short length of text or less number of
documents in the corpus.
2. Significant word non-overlap across the document corpus.
However, distributed word representations i.e., word embeddings, learned on large cor-
pus have been shown to learn the semantic relatedness between words. For example,
consider these two sentences:
• Brace for market share drops
• Deal with stock index falls
Traditional topic models will not be able to learn the semantic relation between “drops”
and “falls” due to the lack of context and word non-overlap. However, the relatedness can
be shown in the Word2Vec [26] word embedding space where cosine similarity between
“drops” and “falls” is 0.6816 and top 5 nearest neighbors of the word “drops” are {“falls”,
“drop”, “tumbles”, “rises”, ”plummets”}.
Related works such as Sahami & Heilman (2006) [38] employed web search results to
improve the information in short texts and Petterson et al. (2010) [35] introduced word
similarity via thesauri and dictionaries into LDA. Das et al. (2015) [5] and Nguyen et
al. (2015) [30] integrated word embeddings into LDA and Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture
(DMM) (Nigam et al., 2000) [31] models respectively. However, these works are based on
topic models (TMs) without considering language structure, e.g. word order. In addition,
DocNADE (Larochelle & Lauly, 2012) [23] outperforms LDA and RSM topic models in
terms of perplexity (PPL) and information retrieval (IR).
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We incorporate pre-trained word embeddings in ctx-DocNADE model via LSTM-LM to
supplement the topic model (DocNADE) in learning better latent representations (hi(v<i))
of a small corpus of documents and/or a short text datasets as mentioned in eq. ( 3.8)
where, W is the word representation matrix from DocNADE and E is the pre-trained dis-
tributional embedding matrix. The probability conditionals are calculated using eq. ( 3.6).
Then, the model is jointly optimized to maximize pseudo log-likelihood, eq. ( 3.7), using
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm.
hLMi (ci) = LSTM-LM(ci, embedding = W + E) (3.8)
Using the semantic relatedness via distributed word embeddings (E), from GloVe (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) [33], in ctx-DocNADE results in a much more coherent latent topic
representation of the underlying document corpus. Therefore, we combine the advan-
tages of complementary learning via LSTM-LM and external knowledge via distributed
word embeddings (E), to model both short and long text documents in a unified neu-
ral autoregressive framework, named as ctx-DocNADEe. This model learns better latent
representations of the short and long text documents, which we have quantified via gen-
eralizability (i.e., perplexity), interpretability (i.e., topic coherence) and applicability (i.e.,
information retrieval and classification).
In ctx-DocNADE model the word representation matrix W of DocNADE is randomly
initialized and shared with LSTM-LM as embedding layer. But, in ctx-DocNADEe the
combination of randomly initialized word representation matrix W of DocNADE and
GloVe word embedding matrix E is used as the embedding layer of LSTM-LM. Note that
the W is a trainable model parameter, while E is a static prior. The trained models can be
used to extract the combined textual representation h(v∗) for a document v∗ of size N∗as
per equations ( 3.9), ( 3.10) and ( 3.11).
hDN (v∗) = g(b +
∑
k<=N∗
W:,vk) (3.9)
hLM (c∗N+1) = LSTM-LM(c
∗
N+1, embedding = W or (W + E)) (3.10)
h(v∗) = hDN (v∗) + λhLM (c∗N+1) (3.11)
As DocNADE and LSTM-LM both are based on feed forward neural network archi-
tecture, therefore by adding more number of hidden layers to ctx-DocNADE and ctx–
DocNADEe, they both can be extended to their deep variants named as ctx-DeepDNE
and ctx-DeepDNEe respectively. The more number of hidden layers allow for learning
higher levels of abstraction of the global topic representation of DocNADE (hDN (v∗)) and
the local contextual representation of LSTM-LM (hLM (c∗N+1)). In the deep version, the
first hidden layer of DocNADE and LSTM-LM (hDNi,1 (v<i) and h
LM
i,1 (ci)) are computed as
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Figure 3.3.: contextualized deep DocNADE (ctx-DeepDNE) model. Similar architecture to
ctx-DocNADE but with extra layers of hidden units.
per equations ( 3.2) and ( 3.4) respectively. Subsequent hidden layers are computed as per
equations ( 3.12) and ( 3.13) respectively.
hDNi,d (v<i) = g(b + Wdhi,d−1(v<i)) (3.12)
hLMi,d (ci) = deepLSTM-LM(ci, depth = d, embedding = W or (W + E)) (3.13)
for d ∈ {2, ..., n}, where n (total depth) is the total number of hidden layers. For d = 1 the
hidden vectors hDNi,1 (v<i) and h
LM
i,1 (ci) correspond to equations ( 3.2) and ( 3.4) respectively.
The final pseudo log-likelihood is computed using the last combined hidden layer (hi,n =
hDNi,n + λh
LM
i,n ) like eq. 3.11.
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The motivation for lifelong learning can be derived from a simple statement that “you can-
not learn everything at once”. Even the most complicated artificial intelligence algorithms
based on reinforcement learning, in recent years, work in a similar fashion and learn from
different actions under different scenarios in thousands of simulations and boost their un-
derstanding while remembering the previous learning. Some of these algorithms have
been able to defeat humans at some of the most complicated strategy games. Another ex-
ample would be a student who is enrolled in “introduction to machine learning” course
at TU Munich, would learn some basic mathematical concepts of machine learning, but
when that student gets enrolled in “Advanced deep learning” in the next semester, he/she
will learn more refined/complicated concepts based on the basic concepts while retaining
the learning from previous course(s).
Therefore, we demonstrate the applicability of lifelong learning in topic modeling using
DocNADE as the base topic model. We perform topic modeling on a sequence of datasets
to learn new information from each dataset in the sequence while retaining the previous
learning or minimizing the catastrophic forgetting. Let’s say, we have three datasets (D1,
D2 and D3). So, we would start in a particular sequence (D1 → D2 → D3) with D1 as
current dataset and perform topic modeling to learn its latent topical representations. After
that, we move to D2 as current dataset to learn new latent representations while retaining
latent representations of previous dataset D1. Similarly, we move to D3 as current dataset
to learn new latent representations with retention of learning from previous datasets i.e.,
D2 & D1.
Previously, we discussed the problems associated with topic modeling of short text doc-
uments or small corpus of documents due to low word co-occurrence statistics. We also
discussed to alleviate this problem using pre-trained distributional embeddings transfer
from GloVe [33] which is trained on huge corpus, like Wikipedia, apart from the inclusion
of language structure information from LSTM-LM. Similarly, the accumulated learning in
a lifelong fashion might help in modeling the short text documents effectively by improv-
ing the word co-occurrence statistics. Even for the long text documents, the learning from
previous datasets might help in generating more meaningful latent topic representations
on the current dataset.
For future references of lifelong learning, we use target dataset for current dataset and
source datasets(s) for previous datasets(s). Also, we use θnew ∈ RH×V
′
for the new pa-
rameter learned on target dataset and θold ∈ RH×V
′
for the parameters learned on source
dataset(s), where H is the size of hidden unit and V
′
is the common vocabulary of target
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and source datasets. T is the total number of source dataset(s) and t ∈ {1, ...T} is an indica-
tor for source dataset. We use DocNADE as the base topic model for the inclusion lifelong
learning. To transfer the relevant important information from source dataset(s) to targe
dataset and retention of past learning, we have subdivided the process of lifelong learning
into three different tasks as mentioned hereafter.
4.1. Explicit knowledge transfer
We transfer the word representations learned from the source dataset(s) into topic model-
ing of current dataset as static embedding prior(s) to help in building more coherent latent
representations. We use an attention parameter λtEmbTF over pretrained embedding to
control the flow of information from source dataset t as seen in eq. ( 4.1).
EmbTF =
T∑
t=1
λtEmbTF θ
t
old (4.1)
As the encoding matrix W of DocNADE contains the word representations, we only use
W matrix to transfer embedding prior(s). If the source and target datasets have an over-
lapping domains then the word representations from the source dataset(s) contains global
semantics, i.e., coarse granularity, similar to target domain. Hence, the value of λEmbTF
would be high otherwise it would be low. We call this task Embedding Transfer (EmbTF).
4.2. Implicit knowledge transfer
We carefully select those documents from source dataset(s) which have a domain overlap
with the target dataset. To analyze the domain overlap, we calculate a binary threshold
parameter (βti ) (eq. 4.4) by comparing the perplexity PPL
t
new,i of document (v
t
i), contain-
ing N ti number of words, in the source dataset t (eq. 4.2) with the old average perplexity
value PPLtold of all the documents (D
t) in the source dataset t calculated using old param-
eter θtold (eq. 4.3). Then, the value of β decides which document in the source dataset(s) is
important for the target dataset.
PPLtold = exp(−
1
Dt
Dt∑
i=1
1
N ti
log p(vti|θtold)) (4.2)
PPLtnew,i = exp(−
1
N ti
log p(vti|θnew)) (4.3)
βti = 0, if(PPL
t
new,i > PPL
t
old)
βti = 1, if(PPL
t
new,i < PPL
t
old)
(4.4)
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After this, we use the selected documents from all the source datasets for co-training
with the target dataset to improve the word co-occurence statistics in the target dataset
using eq. ( 4.5). We use attention parameter λtSAL over the selected documents to control
the inflow of implicit information transfer. We call this task Selective Augmentation Learning
(SAL).
SAL = −
T∑
t=1
λtSAL
Dt∑
i=1
βti log p(v
t
i|θnew) (4.5)
Also, with the inclusion of the selected source documents in the training process, SAL
enables the topic model to implicitly learn about part of the source datasets. Therefore,
SAL task partly helps in the retention of past learnings, if not completely.
4.3. Retaining previous knowledge
To prevent catastrophic forgetting of past learning, we enforce an L2 constraint on the differ-
ence of projected target model parameter P tθnew and source parameters θtold as mentioned
in eq. ( 4.6). Here, P t ∈ RH×H is a projection matrix which learns the transformation be-
tween target embedding space and source embedding space, whereH is the size of hidden
units. We use an attention parameter λtRK to control the severity of the constraint. Large
value of λtRK would enforce this constraint more strictly, while small value of λ
t
RK would
mellow the effect of the constraint. We call this task Retention of Knowledge (RK).
RK =
T∑
t=1
λtRK‖P tθnew − θtold‖22 (4.6)
RK =
T∑
t=1
λtRK‖P tWWnew −Wtold‖22 +
T∑
t=1
λtRK‖P tUUnew −Utold‖22 (4.7)
However, eq. ( 4.6) describes the general form of the equation using θnew and θtold, but
eq. ( 4.7) explains the constraint in terms of DocNADE parameters W and U. Also, fig.
4.1 illustrates the idea of minimizing the distance between source and target embedding
spaces.
4.4. Consolidation
As discussed in chapter 2, DocNADE defines the negative log-likelihood loss L(v) of
document v of the target dataset as given in eq. ( 4.8), where N is the number of words
in the document v. Therefore, to train DocNADE in a complete lifelong learning fashion,
we need to add equations ( 4.5) and ( 4.7) in eq. ( 4.8) to get a consolidated loss L(v)c as
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Figure 4.1.: Maximizing retention of knowledge (RK) by minimizing the distance between
projected target embedding space and source embedding space(s).
shown in eq. ( 4.10). Also, we need to use the words representations (EmbTF) from source
datasets as static prior information, while training DocNADE using L(v)c.
L(v) = −
N∑
i=1
log p(vi|θ′new) (4.8)
θ
′
new = θnew + EmbTF (4.9)
L(v)c = L(v) + SAL+RK (4.10)
Equation ( 4.10) and algorithm ( 1) describe the integration of lifelong learning in Doc-
NADE topic model by combining the different lifelong learning tasks, i.e., EmbTF, SAL &
RK, as discussed before. It shows how we can use already existing knowledge from source
dataset(s) to get the better latent topic representations on the target dataset while, at the
same time, minimizing the catastrophic forgetting of the past learning. In algorithm 1, by
setting the respective parameters EmbTF, SAK and RK as either True or False, these life-
long learning tasks can be included in the DocNADE topic modeling process. By setting
all of them as True we get the consolidated loss L(v)c as the final loss as mentioned in eq.
( 4.10).
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Algorithm 1 Computation of log p(v) and Loss L(v) for DocNADE topic model in lifelong learning
fashion
Input: A target training document v with N number of words and source training documents
{v1, ...,vT }with {N1, N2, ..., NT } number of words from T source datasets
Input: Knowledge Base of latent topic and word representations {W1, ...,WT } from T source
datasets; where Wt is the same as Wtold
Input: Knowledge Base of decoding matrices {U1, ...,UT } from T source datasets; where Ut is
the same as Utold
Input: Knowledge Base of perplexity-per-word (PPL) of T source datasets {PPL1, ..., PPLT };
where PPLt is the same as PPLtold
Parameters: θ = {b, c,W,U,P1W , ...,PTW ,P1U , ...,PTU}; where W is the same as Wnew and U is
the same as Unew
hyper-parameters: {H,λ1EmbTF , ..., λTEmbTF , λ1SAL, ..., λTSAL, λ1RK , ..., λTRK}
Initialize a← c and p(v)← 1
for i from 1 to N do
hi(v<i)← g(a), where g = {sigmoid, tanh}
p(vi = w|v<i)← exp(bw+Uw,:hi(v<i))∑
w′ exp(bw′+Uw′,:hi(v<i))
p(v)← p(v)p(vi|v<i)
compute pre-activation at step, i: a← a+W:,vi
if EmbTF then
get word embedding for vi from source domain(s)
a← a+∑Tt=1 λtEmbTF Wt:,vi
L(v)← − log p(v)
if SAL then
for t from 1 to T do
Initialize at ← c and p(vt)← 1
for i from 1 to N t do
hti(v
t
<i)← g(at), where g = {sigmoid, tanh}
p(vti = w|vt<i)← exp(bw+Uw,:h
t
i(v
t
<i))∑
w′ exp(bw′+Uw′,:h
t
i(v
t
<i))
p(vt)← p(vt)p(vti |vt<i)
compute pre-activation at step, i: at ← at +W:,vti
L(vt)← − log p(vt)
PPLtnew = exp(
L(vt)
Nt )
βt = 0
if PPLtnew < PPLt then
βt = 1
L(v)← L(v) + (λtSAL × βt × L(vt))
if RK then
L(v)← L(v) +∑Tt=1 λtRK ||PtWW −Wt||22 +∑Tt=1 λtRK ||PtUU−Ut||22
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5. Experiments: Contextualized topic model
5.1. Dataset Description
In the previous chapters we have seen the motivations, problem statements, background
theories and our proposed models and methodologies for tackling the aforementioned
problem statements. Now, remains the most critical part of any research i.e., experi-
ments and validation. For the same purpose, we have applied our proposed models (ctx-
DocNADE, ctx-DocNADEe), for improving topic models, on 8 short-text and 7 long-text
datasets of different sizes. Some of them are multi-labeled datasets from public as well as
industrial corpus. The detailed statistics about the 15 datasets is mentioned in Table 5.1
where 20NS and R21578 signify 20NewsGroups and Reuters21578 respectively.
A short description about each one of the 15 datasets is given below:
1. 20NSshort: We take documents from 20NewsGroups data, with document size less
(in terms of number of words) than 20.
2. TREC6: a set of questions.
3. Reuters21578title: a collection of new stories from nltk.corpus. We take titles of the
documents.
4. Subjectivity: sentiment analysis data.
5. Polarity: a collection of positive and negative snippets acquired from Rotten Toma-
toes.
6. TMNtitle: Titles of the Tag My News (TMN) news dataset.
7. AGnewstitle: Titles of the AGnews dataset.
8. Reuters8: a collection of news stories, processed and released by Reuters.
9. Reuters21578: a collection of new stories from nltk.corpus.
10. 20NewsGroups: a collection of news stories from nltk.corpus.
11. 20NSsmall: We sample 20 document for training from each class of the 20NS dataset.
For validation and test, 10 document for each class.
12. TMN: The Tag My News (TMN) news dataset.
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13. BNC: The British National Corpus (BNC) is a 100 million word collection of samples
of written and spoken language from a wide range of sources.
14. AGnews (long text): News articles from the AGs corpus of news articles on the web
containing the 4 largest classes.
15. Sixxx Requirement OBjects (SiROBs): a collection of paragraphs extracted from indus-
trial tender documents (our industrial corpus).
short-text
Data Train Val Test |RV| |FV| L C Domain
20NSshort 1.3k 0.1k 0.5k 1.4k 1.4k 13.5 20 News
TREC6 5.5k 0.5k 0.5k 2k 2295 9.8 6 Q&A
R21578title† 7.3k 0.5k 3.0k 2k 2721 7.3 90 News
Subjectivity 8.0k .05k 2.0k 2k 7965 23.1 2 Senti
Polarity 8.5k .05k 2.1k 2k 7157 21.0 2 Senti
TMNtitle 22.8k 2.0k 7.8k 2k 6240 4.9 7 News
TMN 22.8k 2.0k 7.8k 2k 12867 19 7 News
AGnewstitle 118k 2.0k 7.6k 5k 17125 6.8 4 News
long-text
Data Train Val Test |RV| |FV| L C Domain
20NSsmall 0.4k 0.2k 0.2k 2k 4555 187.5 20 News
Reuters8 5.0k 0.5k 2.2k 2k 7654 102 8 News
20NS 7.9k 1.6k 5.2k 2k 33770 107.5 20 News
R21578† 7.3k 0.5k 3.0k 2k 11396 128 90 News
BNC 15.0k 1.0k 1.0k 9.7k 41370 1189 - News
SiROBs† 27.0k 1.0k 10.5k 3k 9113 39 22 Indus
AGNews 118k 2.0k 7.6k 5k 34071 38 4 News
Table 5.1.: Data statistics: Short/long texts and/or small/large corpora from diverse
domains. Symbols- Avg: average, L: avg text length (#words), |RV | and |FV |: size of
reduced (RV) and full vocabulary (FV), C: number of classes, Senti: Sentiment, Indus:
Industrial, ‘k’:thousand and †: multi-label. For short-text, L<25.
The SiROBs is an industrial corpus of Siemens, extracted from industrial tender docu-
ments. The documents contain requirement specifications of an industrial project. There
are 22 different types of requirements i.e. class labels (multi-class), where a requirement
is a paragraph or collection of paragraphs within a document. We name the requirement
as Requirement Objects (ROBs). Some of the requirement types are project management,
testing, legal, risk analysis, technical requirement, etc. So, we analyze such documents
to automate decision making, tender comparison, similar tender as well as ROB retrieval
and assigning ROBs to a relevant department(s) to optimize/expedite tender analysis. See
some examples of ROBs from SiROBs corpus in Table A.1.
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5.2. Experimental settings
In chapter 3, we discussed two different drawbacks of topic models, namely:
1. Missing language structure information in topic models, and
2. Data sparsity in short text documents
Therefore, to address the above-mentioned drawbacks, we conduct experiments with
our proposed models (under different experimental settings) as mentioned below:
1. ctx-DocNADE: Our proposed model which combines the complementary informa-
tion of DocNADE topic model and LSTM-LM language model, to address the missing
language structure information in DocNADE topic model.
2. ctx-DocNADEe: Our proposed model which incorporate semantically informative
pre-trained distributional word embeddings as static prior knowledge source in ctx-
DocNADE topic models, to address the missing semantic knowledge, i.e., data spar-
sity, resulting from low word co-occurences in short text datasets.
5.3. Evaluation metrics
We have used four quantitative measures for evaluation of our proposed models (ctx-
DocNADE and ctx-DocNADEe):
1. Perplexity-per-word (PPL): The generative performance of a model can be measured
by the average negative log-likelihood (NLL) of the model over the test set. To eval-
uate the generative performance of the topic models we can do the same, but in the
recent past, researchers have adopted a slightly different evaluation criterion called
average perplexity-per-word (PPL). While NLL is calculated on document level as
seen in eq. ( 5.1), PPL is calculated at word level, as seen in eq. ( 5.2), which is
more descriptive for a model generating word after word and not the whole sen-
tence together. Also, PPL has an exponentiation term which helps in noticing the
slight changes in word prediction probabilities.
NLL = − 1
D
D∑
i=1
log p(vi) (5.1)
PPL = exp(− 1
D
D∑
i=1
1
Ni
log p(vi)) (5.2)
where D is total number of documents in the corpus and Ni is the number of words
in the document vi.
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2. Topic coherence (COH): Topic models help to understand, summarize and organize a
large collection of documents by finding some latent features called topics. Topics are
collection of words based on co-occurence statistics in the document corpus. While
it is important to evaluate topics models on the criterion of generalization and appli-
cability, it is equally important to have a quantifiable evaluation of the these latent
topics learned by the model to distinguish good topics from bad topics.
Therefore, we use topic coherence as the criterion to assess the meaningfulness of the
underlying topics captured by the model. We use the coherence measure proposed
by Ro¨der et al. (2015) [37] , which identfies context features for each topic word
using a sliding window over the reference corpus. The topics with high scores imply
more coherency. We use the gensim module (radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/-
coherencemodel.html, coherence type = c v) to calculate topic coherence over top
10 and 20 words for each of the 200 topics generated by our proposed models and
baseline models.
3. Information retrieval (IR): When it comes to practicality of topic modeling, document
retrieval is a critical evaluation. Given a particular query document, document retrieval
is defined as finding the most semantically related documents in a given document
corpus. Document retrieval is a particular form of information retrieval where a higher
level document representation i.e., latent vector representation, is used for retrieval
task. For the topic models, this higher level representation of a document is, gen-
erally, a topic mixture representation i.e., a vector with mixture coefficients for all
latent topics learned by the model.
Therefore, it is important to learn the vector representation of two most semantically
related documents in such a way that the similarity distance between the vector rep-
resentation of the two documents is very less as compared to other semantically un-
related documents. The similarity distance can be either cosine similarity or euclidean
distance. Hence, it is very important for a topic model to learn all the different type
of semantics present in a document corpus. For our proposed models we call these
vector representations as contextualized representations.
4. Classification (F1): To get a list of most related text documents to a given query is
a very important task but, equally important is the classification of text documents
into a predefined set of different categories i.e., text categorization. Text categoriza-
tion does not require the presence of a query document but it is done on an absolute
scale. It gives one or more tag(s) to each document based on it’s semantic information
which eventually put each document in different categories, hence reducing clutter-
ing and facilitate in easy search and navigation of the user. For example, action,
adventure, thriller, romantic etc are different tags that can be given to each movie
plot (text) which will categorize them into different genres.
In topic modeling, text categorization can be done in two ways. First, during training
the label information can be leveraged to perform supervised classification along-
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with unsupervised regeneration of documents. Second, after learning latent docu-
ment topic representations in an unsupervised fashion, use those representations as
a static input data to perform supervised classification. We adopt the second method
to perform text categorization using contextualized representations of our proposed
models and document representations of all other baselines models we have used.
While, it is very important to perform an extensive evaluation of our proposed models,
it is also equally important do to a fair comparison with all of the related baselines. There-
fore, we have compared our proposed models with the following mentioned baselines:
1. Document representation using GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) [33]: A document repre-
sentation is created using the sum of GloVe word embeddings of all the words in the
document.
2. Document representation using doc2vec (Le & Mikolov, 2014) [25]: doc2vec gives a vector
representation of a document.
3. ProdLDA (Srivastava and Sutton, 2017) [40] and SCHOLAR (Card et al., 2017) [4]: These
both are LDA based bag-of-words topic models, which give a topic mixture represen-
tation of every document. SCHOLAR focuses on incorporating the metadata i.e.,
date, author information, into topic models. If we remove the metadata information
from SCHOLAR model then we get the ProdLDA model.
4. DocNADE (Lauly et al., 2017) [24] and NTM (Cao et al., 2015) [3]: Feed forward neu-
ral network based topic models, which give a topic mixture representation of every
document.
5. GaussianLDA (Das et al., 2015) [5] and glove-DMM & glove-LDA (Nguyen et al., 2015)
[30]: Topic models which uses pretrained word embeddings like GloVe and give a
topic mixture representation of every document
6. TDLM (Lau et al., 2017) [22], Topic-RNN (Dieng et al., 2016) [6] and TCNLM (Wang et al.,
2018) [43]: Topic models jointly trained with language models, they all are focused
on improving language model using topical information from topic model.
7. DeepDNE: A deeper version of DocNADE topic model with three hidden layers.
Due to constraints from linear complexity of softmax layer, DocNADE generally use a
small vocabulary, i.e., a reduced set of words which occurs most in a document corpus,
after preprocessing of corpus which we call Reduced Vocabulary (RV). This reduced set
generally ignores functional words like determiners, conjunctions, prepositions, pronouns,
auxiliary verbs etc. However, the language model LSTM-LM requires the whole sentence
to understand its structure and semantics, so we cannot remove the functional words from
dataset for LSTM-LM. Hence, for LSTM-LM, we do preprocessing of dataset keeping all
the words in a document and generate a vocabulary which we call Full Vocabulary (FV).
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Model 20NSshort Subjectivity AGnewstitle TMNtitle Reuters8 20NS
DocNADE 646 980 846 1437 283 1375
ctx-DocNADE 656 968 822 1430 276 1358
ctx-DocNADEe 648 966 820 1427 272 1361
Table 5.2.: Generalization: PPL evaluation scores; best scores are shown in bold font.
Therefore, we also investigate training DocNADE on FV setting and compute document
representations to perform different evaluation tasks. It also enable us to do a fair com-
parison of ctx-DocNADE variants with DocNADE. We have used the GloVe embeddings
of size 200 and have fixed the number of topics to 200 to maintain consistency among
all baselines and proposed models (ctx-DocNADE, ctx-DocNADEe and ctx-DeepDNEe)
while quantifying the quality of representation learned form these models. LSTM-LM and
DocNADE components of the ctx-DocNADE model learn the underlying syntactic and
semantic information in the dataset at different speeds. Therefore, it is a very important
to choose a good initialize point for the shared W matrix. For the same, we perform a
pre-training with λ set to zero for 10 epochs and after that we perform complementary
learning of DocNADE and LSTM-LM i.e., training of ctx-DocNADE model. Apart from
this, a mixture weight (λ) is used to control the flow of local contextual and syntactic infor-
mation form LSTM-LM into DocNADE network. Therefore an ablation study over mixture
weight parameter (λ) is necessary. See the Table A.2 for hyperparameters selection and
Tables A.3 and A.4 for ablation study of λ over validation set for different datasets.
5.4. Results
5.4.1. Generalization: Perplexity
Since DocNADE is bag-of-words model and LSTM-LM maintains the original word order of
the document, therefore at each autoregressive step, the previous context of a word in Doc-
NADE and LSTM-LM could be different. Therefore, for ctx-DocNADE we set the mixture
parameter λ to zero, i.e., considering only DocNADE, while evaluating test dataset to cal-
culate the exact PPL; however, λwas non zero during training and we did optimization on
the pseudo log-likelihood. The optimal value of λ is selected based on the performance on
validation set. See the Tables A.2 and A.3 in appendix for hyperparameters selection and
for ablation study of λ over validation set for different datasets respectively. We also no-
ticed that the PPL performance of DocNADE is already proved to be better than LDA (See
Larochelle and Lauly (2012) [23]) and DocNADE also outperforms ProdLDA by a huge
margin on 20NS dataset (665/1375 vs 1168/2097 respectively in RV/FV settings). There-
fore, for these reasons, we have only compared our proposed models with DocNADE.
Table 5.2 shows the quantitative PPL scores after complementary learning of ctx-Doc-
NADE and ctx-DocNADEe, with optimal λ = 0.01, compared with DocNADE baseline.
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ctx-DocNADE achieves lower perplexity (PPL) scores than the baseline DocNADE for
short texts (822 vs 846) and long texts (1358 vs 1375) on AGnewstitle and 20NS datasets
respectively in full vocabulary (FV) setting.
5.4.2. Interpretability: Topic Coherence
Table 5.3 shows the average coherence score over 200 topics for top 10 and 20 words in
each topic. It can be noted that ctx-DocNADE achieves higher average score than Doc-
NADE (.772 vs .755; averaged over 11 datasets), which suggests that syntactic and word-
order information help in generating more coherent topics. For ctx-DocNADEe, the in-
troduction of distributed word embeddings further boosts topic coherence which can be
seen by the gain of 4.6% (.790 vs .755) achieved on average over 11 datasets. It is impor-
tant to note that ctx-DocNADE and ctx-DocNADEe also outperforms the baseline models
glove-DMM and glove-LDA which also uses pre-trained word embeddings from GloVe.
To further illustrate the importance of syntactic and word-order information, Table 5.4
shows the increasing score of topic coherence of a similar topic, related to computer, gen-
erated from DocNADE, ctx-DocNADE and ctx-DocNADEe. Note that the word “cars” in
the topic generated from DocNADE is an intruder word, which is removed in topic from
ctx-DocNADE using the local contextual information from LSTM-LM and a new word
“terminal” has been added which is more related to computer than “cars”.
Dataset
glove-DMM glove-LDA DocNADE ctx-DNE ctx-DNEe
W10 W20 W10 W20 W10 W20 W10 W20 W10 W20
20NSshort .512 .575 .616 .767 .669 .779 .682 .794 .696 .801
TREC6 .410 .475 .551 .736 .699 .818 .714 .810 .713 .809
R21578title .364 .458 .478 .677 .701 .812 .713 .802 .723 .834
Polarity .637 .363 .375 .468 .610 .742 .611 .756 .650 .779
TMNtitle .633 .778 .651 .798 .712 .822 .716 .831 .735 .845
TMN .705 .444 .550 .683 .642 .762 .639 .759 .709 .825
Subjectivity .538 .433 - - .613 .749 .629 .767 .634 .771
AGnewstitle .584 .678 - - .731 .757 .739 .858 .746 .865
20NSsmall .578 .548 - - .508 .628 .546 .667 .565 .692
Reuters8 .372 .302 - - .583 .710 .584 .710 .592 .714
20NS .458 .374 - - .606 .729 .615 .746 .631 .759
Avg (all) .527 .452 - - .643 .755 .654 .772 .672 .790
Table 5.3.: Average coherence for short and long texts over 200 topics in FV setting, where
DocNADE is written as DNE; best scores are shown in bold font.
As discussed earlier, there exist some related works that combine topic modeling and
language modeling paradigms into one composite model such as TDLM (Lau et al., 2017)
[22], Topic-RNN (Dieng et al., 2016) [6] and TCNLM (Wang et al., 2018) [43]. So, it becomes
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DocNADE ctx-DocNADE ctx-DocNADEe
vga, screen, computer, computer, color, screen, svga, graphics, bar, macintosh,
sell, color, powerbook, offer, vga, card, san, windows, utility,
sold, cars, svga, offer terminal, forsale, gov, vesa monitor, computer, processor
.554 .624 .667
Table 5.4.: A topic of 20NS dataset with coherence values; best score is underlined.
important to compare our proposed models with these models. However, it is important
to note that the common motivation behind all these related works is “to improve the
language models using global latent topic information from topic models” while our mo-
tivation is “to improve the topic models using local syntactic and contextual information
from language models”.
Topic Model Topic-words (increasing probabilities from left to right)
TCNLM# courses, training, students, medau, education
education ctx-DocNADE teachers, curriculum, workshops, learning, medau
ctx-DocNADEe medau, pupils, teachers, schools, curriculum
TCNLM# pollution, emissions, nuclear, waste, environmental
environment ctx-DocNADE ozone, pollution, emissions, warming, waste
ctx-DocNADEe pollution, emissions, dioxide, warming, environmental
TCNLM# album, band, guitar, music, film
art ctx-DocNADE guitar, album, band, bass, tone
ctx-DocNADEe guitar, album, pop, guitars, song
TCNLM# elections, economic, minister, political, democratic
politics ctx-DocNADE elections, democracy, votes, democratic, communist
ctx-DocNADEe democrat, candidate, voters, democrats, poll
TCNLM# eye, looked, hair, lips, stared
expression ctx-DocNADE nodded, shook, looked, smiled, stared
ctx-DocNADEe charming, smiled, nodded, dressed, eyes
TCNLM# bedrooms, hotel, garden, situated, rooms
facilities ctx-DocNADE bedrooms, queen, hotel, situated, furnished
ctx-DocNADEe hotel, bedrooms, golf, resorts, relax
TCNLM# corp, turnover, unix, net, profits
business ctx-DocNADE shares, dividend, shareholders, stock, profits
ctx-DocNADEe profits, growing, net, earnings, turnover
Table 5.5.: The top 5 words of seven topics from our proposed models and TCNLM. The
hash (#) indicates the topics taken from TCNLM [43].
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Model Coherence (NPMI)50 100 150
(Baseline models)
(sliding window=20)
Topic-RNN(s)# .102 .108 .102
Topic-RNN(l)# .100 .105 .097
LDA# .106 .119 .119
NTM# .081 .070 .072
TDLM(s)# .102 .106 .100
TDLM(l)# .095 .101 .104
TCNLM(s)# .114 .111 .107
TCNLM(l)# .101 .104 .102
(Proposed models)
(sliding window=20)
DocNADE .097 .095 .097
ctx-DocNADE*(λ=0.2) .102 .103 .102
ctx-DocNADE*(λ=0.8) .106 .105 .104
ctx-DocNADEe*(λ=0.2) .098 .101 -
ctx-DocNADEe*(λ=0.8) .105 .104 -
(sliding window=110)
DocNADE .133 .131 .132
ctx-DocNADE*(λ=0.2) .134 .141 .138
ctx-DocNADE*(λ=0.8) .139 .142 .140
ctx-DocNADEe*(λ=0.2) .133 .139 -
ctx-DocNADEe*(λ=0.8) .135 .141 -
Table 5.6.: Topic coherence (NMPI) scores of different models for 50, 100 and 150 topics on
BNC dataset. The sliding window is one of the hyper-parameters for computing topic
coherence [37, 43]. A sliding window of 20 is used in TCNLM; in addition we also present
results for a window of size 110. λ is the mixture weight of the LM component in the
topic modeling process, and (s) and (l) indicate small and large model, respectively. The
symbol ’-’ indicates no result, since word embeddings of 150 dimensions are not available
from glove vectors.
We follow the experimental setup of the most recent work, TCNLM, to do quantitative
comparison, in terms of topic coherence (NPMI), of our proposed models (ctx-DocNADE
and ctx-DocNADEe) with TCNLM model on BNC dataset. It is important to note that the
TCNLM paper compares itself with TDLM, TopicRNN, NTM and LDA. Table 5.6 shows
the NPMI scores of different models on BNC dataset, where the importance of including
language structure into the DocNADE topic model has been proved by the results of ctx-
DocNADE and ctx-DocNADEe. Note that as the value of λ increases (0.8 vs 0.2) the topic
coherence also increases which further proves the importance of local language structure
and contextual information (DocNADE corresponds to λ = 0). Similarly, the inclusion
of distributed pre-trained word embeddings in ctx-DocNADEe further has a positive ef-
fect on the topic coherence score against DocNADE. While, the motivation behind ctx-
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DocNADEe is improvement in sparse data settings, it is important to note that BNC is
neither a short-text nor a small corpus of documents. Therefore, there is no significant
improvement in ctx-DocNADEe over ctx-DocNADE in terms of topic coherence. Also,
we compare topic coherence (.24/.19) of topics learned by ProdLDA with topic coherence
(.15/.12) of topics learned by DocNADE for (50/200) topics in reduced vocabulary setting
on 20NS dataset, which suggest that ProdLDA is better topic model at capturing latent
topics than DocNADE.
In Table 5.5, we further qualitatively show the top 5 words of the seven learned topics
(names of the topics are summarized by Wang et al. (2018) [43]) from our proposed models
(i.e., ctx-DocNADE and ctx-DocNADEe) and TCNLM. Since the BNC dataset is unlabeled,
we are here restricted to comparing model performance in terms of topic coherence (COH)
only.
5.4.3. Applicability: Text Retrieval
To show the applicability of our proposed models, we perform a document retrieval task
for short and long-text document using their label information. We follow the experimen-
tal setup of Lauly et al. (2017) [24], where all test documents are treated as the query
document to retrieve a fraction of the closest documents in the original training set using
cosine similarity measure between their contextualized representations. Let’s say we have
a document D1 with a particular label l1, now we perform similarity distance between
contextualized representations of D1 and all the other documents in training dataset. After
that we take a particular fraction f1 (e.g., 0.0001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, etc.) of most similar
training documents, and then count the fraction of document with the same label as query
i.e., l1, We do this for all documents in test dataset and then take an average to calculate
retrieval precision at a particular fraction f1. Since, Salakhutdinov & Hinton (2009) [39] and
Lauly et al. (2017) [24] have shown that RSM and DocNADE strictly outperform LDA on
this task, we solely compare DocNADE baseline with our proposed models. See Table A.4,
in appendix, for ablation study of λ for IR task on validation set of all training datasets.
Table 5.7 and 5.8 show the retrieval precision scores at a particular retrieval fraction
of 0.02 for short and long text datasets respectively. It is to be noted that for short-text
documents, introduction of both pre-trained distributional embeddings (from GloVe) and
language structure information (from LSTM-LM) leads to improvement in the IR task. For
the full vocabulary (FV) setting, we noticed that the DocNADE(FV) and glove(FV) achieve
an improvement in IR precision score over DocNADE(RV) or glove(RV) respectively with
reduced vocabulary setting. For this reason, we opt for FV setting in our proposed exten-
sion also. On an average over the 8 short-text and 6 long-text datasets, ctx-DocNADEe
reports a gain of 7.1% (.630 vs .588) and 6.0% (.601 vs .567) (Table 4), respectively in pre-
cision compared to DocNADE(RV). We also compared our proposed models with TDLM
and found out that ctx-DocNADE and ctx-DocNADEe outperform TDLM by a noticeable
margin, on an average, for all short-text datasets with a gain of 14.5% (.630 vs .550; with ctx-
DocNADE and TDLM models respectively) in IR precision. In addition, the deep variant
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(d = 3) with embeddings, i.e., ctx-DeepDNEe shows competitive performance on TREC6
and Subjectivity datasets.
Model ST-1 ST-2 ST-3 ST-4 ST-5 ST-6 ST-7 ST-8 Average
Baseline models
GaussianLDA 0.080 0.325 0.713 0.558 0.505 0.408 0.367 0.516 0.434
glove-DMM 0.183 0.370 0.551 0.738 0.515 0.445 0.273 0.540 0.451
glove-LDA 0.160 0.300 0.428 0.610 0.517 0.260 0.387 0.547 0.401
glove(RV) 0.236 0.480 0.638 0.754 0.543 0.513 0.587 0.588 0.542
glove(FV) 0.236 0.480 0.643 0.775 0.553 0.545 0.595 0.612 0.554
doc2vec 0.090 0.260 0.220 0.571 0.510 0.190 0.518 0.265 0.328
TDLM 0.219 0.521 0.672 0.839 0.520 0.535 0.563 0.534 0.550
DocNADE(RV) 0.290 0.550 0.652 0.820 0.560 0.524 0.657 0.656 0.588
DocNADE(FV) 0.290 0.546 0.687 0.848 0.576 0.525 0.654 0.678 0.600
DeepDNE 0.100 0.479 0.671 0.865 0.503 0.536 0.630 0.682 0.558
Proposed models
ctx-DocNADE 0.296 0.595 0.692 0.874 0.591 0.560 0.641 0.691 0.617
ctx-DocNADEe 0.306 0.599 0.698 0.874 0.605 0.595 0.656 0.703 0.630
ctx-DeepDNEe 0.278 0.606 0.687 0.878 0.591 0.576 0.647 0.689 0.620
Table 5.7.: State-of-the-art comparison of IR-precision (at 0.02 fraction) for short texts,
where Average: average over the row values, best scores are shown in bold font. (ST-1:
20NSshort; ST-2: TREC6; ST-3: TMN; ST-4: Subjectivity; ST-5: Polarity; ST-6: TMNtitle, ST-7:
R21578title; ST-8: AGnewstitle)
Model 20NSsmall Reuters8 20NS R21578 SiROBs AGnews Average
Baseline models
GaussianLDA 0.090 0.712 0.142 0.539 0.232 0.456 0.361
glove-DMM 0.060 0.623 0.092 0.501 0.226 - -
glove(RV) 0.214 0.845 0.200 0.644 0.273 0.725 0.483
glove(FV) 0.238 0.837 0.253 0.659 0.285 0.737 0.501
doc2vec 0.200 0.586 0.216 0.524 0.282 0.387 0.365
DocNADE(RV) 0.270 0.884 0.366 0.723 0.374 0.787 0.567
DocNADE(FV) 0.299 0.879 0.427 0.715 0.382 0.794 0.582
Proposed models
ctx-DocNADE 0.313 0.880 0.472 0.714 0.386 0.791 0.592
ctx-DocNADEe 0.327 0.883 0.486 0.721 0.390 0.796 0.601
Table 5.8.: State-of-the-art comparison of IR-precision (at 0.02 fraction) for long texts,
where Average: average over the row values, best scores are shown in bold font.
Figures ( 5.1a, 5.1b, 5.1c, 5.1d, 5.1e and 5.1f) illustrate the average precision for
the retrieval task on 6 datasets over a list of different fractions. Observe that the ctx-
DocNADEe outperforms DocNADE(RV) at all the fractions and demonstrates a gain of
6.5% (.615 vs .577 respectively) in IR precision at fraction 0.02, averaged over 14 datasets.
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Additionally, we evaluate IR precision task over topic mixture representation learned by
ProdLDA model for 20NS dataset and it shows that our proposed models outperform both
ProdLDA and TDLM by noticeable margins. However, we also evaluated IR performance
of ProdLDA model on short-text datasets at retrieval fraction 0.02 and achieved these pre-
cision scores: 20NSshort (.08), TREC6 (.24), R21578title (.31), Subjectivity (.63) and Polarity
(.51). Therefore, DocNADE, ctx-DocNADE and ctx-DocNADEe outperform ProdLDA in
both the settings: short-text datasets (i.e., low word co-occurences) and long-text datasets
(i.e., high word co-occurrences).
5.4.4. Applicability: Categorization
We use the same experimental setup as the information retrieval task with 200 dimensional
contextualized representations. We use logistic regression classifier with L2 regularization.
To do a fair comparison of ctx-DocNADEe and ctx-DeepDNEe, which use distributional
pretrained embeddings prior, we compare them with the topic models baselines which
uses embeddings prior.
Model ST-1 ST-2 ST-3 ST-4 ST-5 ST-6 ST-7 ST-8 Average
Baseline models
GaussianLDA 0.118 0.202 0.692 0.676 0.511 0.472 0.012 0.752 0.429
glove-DMM 0.213 0.454 0.666 0.834 0.585 0.590 0.011 0.652 0.500
glove-LDA 0.320 0.600 0.627 0.805 0.607 0.412 0.052 0.687 0.513
glove(RV) 0.493 0.798 0.736 0.882 0.715 0.693 0.356 0.814 0.685
glove(FV) 0.488 0.785 0.813 0.901 0.728 0.736 0.356 0.830 0.704
doc2vec 0.413 0.400 0.720 0.763 0.624 0.582 0.176 0.600 0.534
TDLM 0.308 0.671 0.767 0.885 0.599 0.657 0.174 0.722 0.586
DocNADE(RV) 0.440 0.804 0.759 0.889 0.699 0.664 0.313 0.819 0.673
DocNADE(FV) 0.440 0.791 0.796 0.907 0.724 0.688 0.302 0.821 0.683
DeepDNE 0.080 0.629 0.783 0.909 0.531 0.661 0.221 0.825 0.560
Proposed models
ctx-DocNADE 0.440 0.817 0.793 0.910 0.725 0.687 0.300 0.826 0.688
ctx-DocNADEe 0.490 0.824 0.806 0.917 0.740 0.726 0.308 0.828 0.705
ctx-DeepDNEe 0.406 0.804 0.796 0.920 0.723 0.694 0.244 0.826 0.688
Table 5.9.: State-of-the-art comparison of F1 (classification) scores for short texts, where
Average: average over the row values, best scores are shown in bold font. (ST-1:
20NSshort; ST-2: TREC6; ST-3: TMN; ST-4: Subjectivity; ST-5: Polarity; ST-6: TMNtitle, ST-7:
R21578title; ST-8: AGnewstitle)
Table 5.9 shows that glove outperforms DocNADE for short-text datasets suggesting the
need for distributional pretrained priors in DocNADE. However, Table 5.10 and Table 5.9
shows that ctx-DocNADEe achieves a gain of 4.8% (.705 vs .673), on an average, in F1 ac-
curacy for short and long-text datasets respectively over DocNADE(RV) model. For 20NS
dataset, the F1 classification scores for other baselines models are as follows: DocNADE
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Model 20NSsmall Reuters8 20NS R21578 SiROBs AGnews Average
Baseline models
GaussianLDA 0.080 0.557 0.340 0.114 0.070 0.818 0.329
glove-DMM 0.134 0.453 0.187 0.023 0.050 - -
glove(RV) 0.442 0.830 0.608 0.316 0.202 0.870 0.544
glove(FV) 0.494 0.880 0.632 0.340 0.217 0.890 0.575
doc2vec 0.450 0.852 0.691 0.215 0.226 0.713 0.524
DocNADE(RV) 0.530 0.890 0.644 0.336 0.298 0.882 0.596
DocNADE(FV) 0.509 0.907 0.727 0.340 0.308 0.888 0.613
Proposed models
ctx-DocNADE 0.526 0.898 0.732 0.315 0.309 0.890 0.611
ctx-DocNADEe 0.524 0.900 0.745 0.332 0.311 0.894 0.618
Table 5.10.: State-of-the-art comparison of F1 (classification) scores for long texts, where
Average: average over the row values, best scores are shown in bold font.
(0.734), NTM (0.72), SCHOLAR (0.71) against ctx-DocNADE (0.744) and ctx-DocNADEe
(0.751). NTM and SCHOLAR results are taken from (Cao et al. 2015) [3] and (Card et al.
2017) [4] respectively.
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Figure 5.1.: Retrieval performance (IR-precision) on 6 datasets at different fractions
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6.1. Dataset description
For experiments and validation of lifelong learning in topic modeling, we have selected a
mix of 3 short text, 4 long-text datasets and 1 small corpus of documents. A brief de-
scription about each dataset is mentioned below (please refer to section 5.1 for detailed
statistics about these datasets):
1. 20NSshort (short text): We take documents from 20NewsGroups data, with docu-
ment size less (in terms of number of words) than 20.
2. Reuters21578title (short text): a collection of new stories from nltk.corpus. We take
titles of the documents.
3. TMNtitle (short text): Titles of the Tag My News (TMN) news dataset.
4. 20NSsmall (small corpus): We sample 20 document for training from each class of the
20NS dataset. For validation and test, 10 document for each class.
5. Reuters21578 (long text): a collection of new stories from nltk.corpus.
6. 20NewsGroups (long text): a collection of news stories from nltk.corpus.
7. AGnews (long text): News articles from the AGs corpus of news articles on the web
containing the 4 largest classes.
8. TMN (long text): The Tag My News (TMN) news dataset.
6.2. Experimental settings
In the lifelong learning chapter 4, we discussed three different tasks, namely:
1. Explicit knowledge transfer (EmbTF): It deals with the transfer of pre-trained word rep-
resentations, i.e., word embeddings, from source dataset(s). This embedding knowl-
edge transfer is controlled via λEmbTF parameter to prevent the negative transfer,
i.e., out of domain embedding transfer.
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2. Implicit knowledge transfer (SAL): It deals with the smart selection of those documents
from source datasets which have an overlapping domain with the target dataset. The
inclusion of selected documents into target dataset is controlled via λSAL parameter.
3. Retaining previous knowledge (RK): It deals with retention of previous learning of the
topic model by penalizing the loss term if new model parameters deviates from pre-
vious model parameters. The degree of penalization is controlled via λRK parameter.
So, we conduct lifelong learning experiments in 4 different combinations of these tasks
with DocNADE topic model, to quantitatively identify the contribution due to each task
and check the performance gain, due to interplay of these tasks, on DocNADE topic model.
These are the four different task combinations we use in our experiments:
• E1: DocNADE + EmbTF
• E2: DocNADE + RK
• E3: DocNADE + EmbTF + RK
• E4: DocNADE + EmbTF + RK + SAL
It is to be noted here that the E1 combination is similar to ctx-DocNADEe model with a
difference that instead of transferring GloVe word embeddings we are transferring word
embeddings from source dataset(s). Also, E1 experiment combination itself does not focus
on the retention of previous learning because of the absence of retention task (RK) and
SAL task which are designed in a way to minimize forgetting and maximize retention. For
baseline, we compare each one of these tasks combination with DocNADE topic model.
6.3. Evaluation metrics
To quantify the improvement in topic modeling process due to inclusion of above-mentioned
tasks, we use three evaluation metrics as mentioned below (Refer to section 5.3 to get more
details about the following evaluation metrics):
1. Perplexity-per-word (PPL): PPL is an indicator of the word regeneration capability of
the model. For a corpus ofD number of documents, PPL can be calculated as follows:
PPL = exp(− 1
D
D∑
i=1
1
Ni
log p(vi)) (6.1)
where, Ni is the total number of words in a document. As evident from eq. ( 6.1)
PPL depends on the negative log-likelihood of the documents. Therefore, low value
of PPL indicates better regeneration capability of the model.
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2. Information retrieval (IR): IR is calculated as the average precision of all the test query
documents, where precision is defined as the fraction of documents, of all the re-
trieved documents based on a similarity metric, with the same label as the query
document. Therefore, high value of IR indicates more descriptive document repre-
sentations of the model.
3. Topic coherence (COH): Topic coherence is used to quantify the meaningfulness of
the latent topics, of a dataset, generated by the topic models. We use target dataset
itself as the reference corpus against which topic coherence is calculated using the
underlying word co-occurrence statistics.
6.4. Results
We perform topic modeling on multiple sequences of five datasets in a lifelong learning fash-
ion to evaluate the performance gain we get on target datasets. The particular sequences
of datasets we use are mentioned below (with→ arrows denote a source dataset at its tail
and a target dataset at its head):
• S1: AGnews→ TMN→ R21578→ 20NS→ 20NSshort
• S2: AGnews→ TMN→ R21578→ 20NS→ TMNtitle
• S3: AGnews→ TMN→ R21578→ 20NS→ R21578title
It can be noted that the first four datasets in these sequences are fixed and the final
dataset is varying to keep the experimental setup simple. The sequences are designed in a
way that the first four datasets are long text and final dataset is a short text dataset to, par-
ticularly, study the effect of lifelong learning on short text datasets. However, we evaluate
the catastrophic forgetting on the intermediate long text datasets, i.e., source datasets, which
is the central to the idea of lifelong learning. Refer to Table A.5 in appendix to know about
the hyperparameter settings used in the experiments.
Table 6.1, 6.4 and 6.3 shows the evaluation results of lifelong learning on 20NSshort,
TMNtitle and R21578title datasets respectively, under four different experimental settings
mentioned before using four different source datasets listed in S1, S2 and S3 respectively.
The findings from the experimental results are mentioned below:
1. Transfer of global contextual knowledge via pre-trained embeddings (EmbTF) from
source datasets helps in improving the IR precision score (at 0.02 fraction) by 6.9%
(0.31 vs 0.29), 4.5% (0.687 vs 0.657) and 5.2% (0.548 vs 0.521), against DocNADE base-
line, in 20NSshort, R21578title and TMNtitle target datasets respectively.
2. As row vectors in W matrix of DocNADE represents latent topic representations,
an L2 constraint on projected W matrix, in RK task, facilitates the gradual transfer
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AGnews TMN
(455/0.786) (685/0.634)
(0.1)
(494/0.786) (607/0.653)
(0.001)
TMN R21578
(674/0.650) (315/0.722)
(0.1)
(712/0.650) (306/0.723)
(0.001)
R21578 20NS
(403/0.724) (508/0.220)
(1.0)
(512/0.719) (504/0.220)
(0.1)
20NS 20NSshort
(532/0.251) (718/0.300)
(0.1)
(539/0.249) (655/0.306)
(0.001)
(1) (2)
(4)(3)
Source
dataset
Target
dataset
(PPL/IR)
(PPL/IR) (PPL/IR)
(λRK)
(5)
(PPL/IR)
(λRK)
[454/0.785]
[305/0.727]
[603/0.651]
[498/0.257]
[PPL/IR]
Figure 6.1.: Catastrophic forgetting: sub-figure (5) indicates the format of the displayed
results. Red arrow indicates the setting of high forgetting (high deviation in source PPL
and IR) and green arrow indicates the setting of high retention (low deviation in source
PPL and IR). Evaluation (PPL/IR) of source dataset (left) using θnew is shown on the left
of each arrow, alongwith its respective λRK parameter, and evaluation of target dataset
(right) using θnew is shown on the right side of every arrow. For comparison, evaluation
(PPL/IR) of every source dataset with its respective θold is given in bold above each
source dataset.
of latent topic knowledge from source datasets into new model parameters, while
minimizing the catastrophic forgetting at the same time. This helps in an improvement
in topic coherence (COH) score by 7.8% (0.719 vs 0.667), 4.0% (0.742 vs 0.713) and
4.8% (0.743 vs 0.709), against DocNADE baseline, for 20NSshort, R21578title and
TMNtitle target datasets respectively.
Also, the column vectors of W matrix of DocNADE represent the latent word repre-
sentations. Therefore, the L2 constraint also helps in transfer of global word context
knowledge from source datasets into word representations of target dataset. This
results in an improvement in IR precision score (at 0.02 fraction) by 5.5% (0.306 vs
0.290) and 6.3% (0.554 vs 0.521), against DocNADE baseline, for 20NSshort and TM-
Ntitle target datasets respectively .
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The importance of the λRK factor in controlling the retention of past learning is
clearly illustrated in fig 6.1, where the sequence S1 is split into four pairs of datasets
in the order shown in S1. Here, the red arrow indicates the setting of high catas-
trophic forgetting or low retention of source dataset (left) and the green arrow indi-
cates the setting of low catastrophic forgetting or high retention. The figure, clearly,
shows that for high values of λRK , the L2 constraint is applied more strictly, thus
leading to low performance on target datasets and vice versa.
Model Evaluation (Target dataset) (Source datasets)20NSshort 20NS R21578 TMN AGnews
Baseline model
DocNADE
PPL 646 470 311 584 454
COH 0.667 - - - -
IR 0.290 0.268 0.726 0.651 0.785
Proposed models
DocNADE + EmbTF
PPL 647 - - - -
COH 0.670 - - - -
IR 0.310 - - - -
DocNADE + RK
PPL 655 538 382 690 466
COH 0.719 - - - -
IR 0.306 0.249 0.724 0.649 0.786
DocNADE + EmbTF
+ RK
PPL 672 541 382 698 469
COH 0.728 - - - -
IR 0.297 0.247 0.724 0.649 0.786
DocNADE + EmbTF
+ RK + SAL
PPL 641 541 380 696 471
COH 0.735 - - - -
IR 0.324 0.248 0.724 0.647 0.786
Table 6.1.: Lifelong learning results on 20NSshort dataset via four different long text
datasets in the order shown in S1, best scores are shown in bold font.
3. By combining the efforts of (1) global contextual knowledge transfer via EmbTF, (2)
latent topical information transfer via RK and (3) implicit knowledge transfer via
SAL tasks in (DocNADE+EmbTF+RK+SAL), we achieve an even further improve-
ment in topic coherence (COH) score by 10.0% (0.735 vs 0.667), 4.8% (0.747 vs 0.713)
and 5.0% (0.745 vs 0.709), against DocNADE baseline, for 20NSshort, R21578title and
TMNtitle datasets respectively.
Similarly, DocNADE+EmbTF+RK+SAL setting of lifelong learning achieves best IR pre-
cision scores on all the three target datasets. The improvement in IR precision scores
at different fractions is demonstrated in figs 6.3a, 6.3b and 6.3c. It can be noticed
that DocNADE + EmbTF + RK + SAL setting achieves the highest improvement in IR
precision scores for all the three target datasets.
To corroborate the high topic coherence scores (COH) on target datasets with lifelong
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learning against DocNADE baseline model, table 6.2 shows that the topics generated from
models with lifelong learning are more meaningful and coherent, which is supported by
the topic coherence scores (COH) mentioned. However, to get an overall picture of lifelong
learning in DocNADE topic model, fig. 6.2 demonstrates the step-by-step evaluations of
the DocNADE+EmbTF+RK+SAL model of all the three sequences S1, S2 and S3.
Model COH Topics
DocNADE 0.49 T1: nuclear, break, jobs, afghanistan, ipad0.52 T2: gulf, bruins, japanese, michigan, radiation
DocNADE+RK 0.52 T1: arts, android, iphone, tablet, ipad0.55 T2: rail, medicare, wildfire, radioactive, recession
DocNADE+EmbTF
+RK+SAL
0.53 T1: linkedin, android, tablet, ipad, iphone
0.55 T2: tornadoes, fukushima, radioactive, radiation, medicare
Table 6.2.: Example topics from TMNtitle dataset from 3 different experimental settings. It
shows that training in lifelong fashion increases the meaningfulness of the generated
topics. T1 is related to Apple (company) and T2 is related to Disaster.
Model Evaluation (Target dataset) (Source datasets)R21578title 20NS R21578 TMN AGnews
Baseline model
DocNADE
PPL 192 470 311 584 454
COH 0.713 - - - -
IR 0.657 0.268 0.726 0.651 0.785
Proposed models
DocNADE + EmbTF
PPL 183 - - - -
COH 0.709 - - - -
IR 0.678 - - - -
DocNADE + RK
PPL 208 532 451 704 571
COH 0.742 - - - -
IR 0.668 0.251 0.722 0.649 0.787
DocNADE + EmbTF
+ RK
PPL 203 532 444 703 550
COH 0.752 - - - -
IR 0.676 0.251 0.721 0.650 0.788
DocNADE + EmbTF
+ RK + SAL
PPL 194 531 438 699 533
COH 0.747 - - - -
IR 0.690 0.251 0.721 0.648 0.789
Table 6.3.: Lifelong learning results on R21578title dataset via four different long text
datasets in the order shown in S2, best scores are shown in bold font.
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Model Evaluation (Target dataset) (Source datasets)TMNtitle 20NS R21578 TMN AGnews
Baseline model
DocNADE
PPL 706 470 311 584 454
COH 0.709 - - - -
IR 0.521 0.268 0.726 0.651 0.785
Proposed models
DocNADE + EmbTF
PPL 666 - - - -
COH 0.726 - - - -
IR 0.548 - - - -
DocNADE + RK
PPL 736 534 389 700 483
COH 0.743 - - - -
IR 0.554 0.249 0.725 0.650 0.784
DocNADE + EmbTF
+ RK
PPL 723 534 390 701 484
COH 0.750 - - - -
IR 0.556 0.249 0.72 0.650 0.786
DocNADE + EmbTF
+ RK + SAL
PPL 707 535 390 698 493
COH 0.745 - - - -
IR 0.562 0.249 0.720 0.650 0.786
Table 6.4.: Lifelong learning results on TMNtitle dataset via four different long text
datasets in the order shown in S3, best scores are shown in bold font.
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Figure 6.2.: Detailed step-by-step evaluation of target (blue color) and source (orange
color) datasets in lifelong learning on part and full sequences. Evaluation is shown in
(PPL/IR) format, above the green arrow, of every dataset with the respective parameter
setting in format (λEmbTF/λRK/λSAL), below the green arrow. At the tip of the arrow the
evaluation of target dataset is shown in (PPL/IR) format.
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Figure 6.3.: Retrieval performance (IR-precision) on 3 target datasets at different fractions.
DocNADE-LL indicates the DocNADE + EmbTF + RK + SAL setting of lifelong learning.
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7. Conclusion
In this thesis work, we followed two different motivations for topic models. First motiva-
tion is to include language structure information into topic models to model documents
with fine granularity alongwith the coarse granularity from topic models. Second motivation
is the inclusion of lifelong learning process in topic models to learn the new information
from currently available data while retaining the past learning.
In the first motivation, we discussed the two shortcomings of topic models, namely,
absence of word order information due to bag-of-words approach and poor modeling of
short text documents due to limited word co-occurrences. In chapter 3, we investigated
a joint topic and language model called ctx-DocNADE on a variety of short and long text
datasets to study the effect to inclusion of langauge structure information into the Doc-
NADE topic model. Topic modeling of short text documents, generally, results in incoher-
ent latent topic representations due to limited word co-occurrences. Therefore, a special
focus is given to the topic modeling of the short text documents or small corpus of doc-
uments with the inclusion of pre-trained distributional word embeddings, trained on a
large dataset like Wikipedia, to provide additional semantic information apart from the
syntactic information provided by the LSTM-LM language model in ctx-DocNADE. We
called this model ctx-DocNADEe. Chapter 5 described that the language structure infor-
mation of documents is important during topic modeling process as it provides details of
local contextual information in fine granularity. It is observed that the controlled inclusion
of language structure information into the DocNADE topic model results in better topic
coherence (COH), information retrieval (IR) and classification (F1) scores for the long and
short text datasets. However, the short text datasets benefited much more from this new
information because of the limited capacity of DocNADE, to model short text, resulting
from the limited word co-occurrences.
In the second motivation, in chapter 4, we discussed the importance of lifelong learn-
ing in topic modeling and its two key aspects. First, the controlled transfer of previous
knowledge (EmbTF & SAL) to efficiently model the target dataset. Second, the retention of
previous knowledge (RK) while modeling the target dataset. We investigated four differ-
ent modeling approaches to understand the effect of knowledge transfer and knowledge
retention. We also investigated the interplay of forces between modeling of target dataset
and retention of previous knowledge. In chapter 6, we found that there is an inverse cor-
relation between the two. Hence, a strong retention of previous knowledge results in the
poor modeling of target dataset and vice versa. It is also discovered that the retention of
previous knowledge results in the improvement of latent topic and word representations
of the target dataset. Therefore, it can be said that the large source dataset of long text doc-
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7. Conclusion
uments would most likely result in learning better latent topic and word representations
on a target dataset in a lifelong learning topic model.
In conclusion, we can say that (1) the language structure information helps in learn-
ing better latent topic and word representations by providing local syntactic and semantic
knowledge in fine granularity to complement the global semantic knowledge of topic mod-
els; (2) the introduction of semantic information, in word representations, via distribu-
tional word embeddings from a large corpus of documents like Wikipedia, results in even
better performance for short text datasets by filling the gap of semantic understanding of
words arising from limited word co-occurrences; and (3) the topic modeling in a lifelong
learning fashion results in learning better latent topic and word representations using large
datasets of long text documents as the source of the transfer of more semantically informa-
tive word representations and restriction to source datasets’ more coherent topic and word
representations. Our results for contextualized topic model (ctx-DocNADE, ctx-DocNADEe)
have been accepted at the Seventh International Conference on Learning Representations (ICLR-
2019), New Orleans.
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A. Experimental Setup and Hyperparameters
This appendix contains examples topics from Siemens SiROBs dataset and search space
for different hyperparameters used in DocNADE, ctx-DocNADE and lifelong learning topic
model. This appendix also contains the tables of perplexity (PPL) scores and information
retrieval (IR) scores on the validation sets of different datasets for selection of the optimal
hyperparameter values for ctx-DocNADE.
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Label: maintenance
The Contractor shall provide experienced staff for 24 hours per Day, 7 Days per week, throughout the Year,
for call out to carry out On-call Maintenance for the Signalling System.
Label: operations, interlocking
It shall be possible to switch any station Interlocking capable of reversing the service into
“Auto-Turnaround Operation”. This facility once selected shall automatically route Trains into and out of
these stations, independently of the ATS system. At stations where multiple platforms can be used to reverse
the service it shall be possible to select one or both platforms for the service reversal.
Label: training
Instructors shall have tertiary education and experience in the operation and maintenance
of the equipment or sub-system of Plant. They shall be proficient in the use of the English language both written
and oral. They shall be able to deliver instructions clearly and systematically. The curriculum vitae
of the instructors shall be submitted for acceptance by the Engineer at least 8 weeks before
the commencement of any training.
Label: cables
Unless otherwise specified, this standard is applicable to all cables which include single and multi-core cables
and wires, Local Area Network (LAN) cables and Fibre Optic (FO) cables.
Label: installation
The Contractor shall provide and permanently install the asset labels onto all equipment supplied
under this Contract. The Contractor shall liaise and co-ordinate with the Engineer for the format
and the content of the labels. The Contractor shall submit the final format and size of the labels as well
as the installation layout of the labels on the respective equipment, to the Engineer for acceptance.
Table A.1.: SiROBs data: Example Documents (Requirement Objects) with their types
(label).
Hyperparameter Search Space
learning rate [0.001]
hidden units [200]
iterations [2000]
activation function [sigmoid, tanh]
λ [1.0, 0.8, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001]
Table A.2.: Different values of hyperparameter settings in the DocNADE and
ctx-DocNADE variants for 200 topics; sigmoid is used as activation function in case of
PPL/COH, while tanh is used as the activation function in case of IR
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Figure A.1.: Retrieval performance (IR-precision) on short-text and long-text datasets at
different fractions
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Figure A.2.: Retrieval performance (IR-precision) on short-text and long-text datasets at
different fractions
Dataset Model λ
1.0 0.1 0.01
TMNtitle
ctx-DocNADE 1898.1 1482.7 1487.1
ctx-DocNADEe 1877.7 1480.2 1484.7
AGnewstitle
ctx-DocNADE 1296.1 861.1 865
ctx-DocNADEe 1279.2 853.3 862.9
20NSshort
ctx-DocNADE 899.04 829.5 842.1
ctx-DocNADEe 890.3 828.8 832.4
Subjectivity
ctx-DocNADE 982.8 977.8 966.5
ctx-DocNADEe 977.1 975.0 964.2
Reuters-8
ctx-DocNADE 336.1 313.2 311.9
ctx-DocNADEe 323.3 312.0 310.2
20NS
ctx-DocNADE 1282.1 1209.3 1207.2
ctx-DocNADEe 1247.1 1211.6 1206.1
Table A.3.: Evaluation of PPL scores on validation set of different datasets for selection of
optimal setting of λ hyperparameter over hidden unit of LSTM-LM
Dataset Model λ
1.0 0.8 0.5 0.3
Polarity
ctx-DocNADE 0.587 0.588 0.591 0.587
ctx-DocNADEe 0.602 0.603 0.601 0.599
TMNtitle
ctx-DocNADE 0.556 0.557 0.559 0.568
ctx-DocNADEe 0.604 0.604 0.6 0.6
20NSshort
ctx-DocNADE 0.264 0.265 0.265 0.265
ctx-DocNADEe 0.277 0.277 0.278 0.276
Subjectivity
ctx-DocNADE 0.874 0.874 0.873 0.874
ctx-DocNADEe 0.868 0.868 0.874 0.87
TMN
ctx-DocNADE 0.683 0.689 0.692 0.694
ctx-DocNADEe 0.696 0.698 0.698 0.7
AGnewstitle
ctx-DocNADE 0.665 0.668 0.678 0.689
ctx-DocNADEe 0.686 0.688 0.695 0.696
20NSsmall
ctx-DocNADE 0.352 0.356 0.366 0.37
ctx-DocNADEe 0.381 0.381 0.375 0.353
R21578
ctx-DocNADE 0.714 0.714 0.714 0.714
ctx-DocNADEe 0.715 0.715 0.715 0.714
SiROBs
ctx-DocNADE 0.409 0.409 0.408 0.408
ctx-DocNADEe 0.41 0.411 0.411 0.409
Reuters-8
ctx-DocNADE 0.863 0.866 0.87 0.87
ctx-DocNADEe 0.875 0.872 0.873 0.872
20NS
ctx-DocNADE 0.503 0.506 0.513 0.512
ctx-DocNADEe 0.524 0.521 0.518 0.511
AGnews
ctx-DocNADE 0.786 0.789 0.792 0.797
ctx-DocNADEe 0.795 0.796 0.8 0.799
Table A.4.: Evaluation of IR precision scores (at fraction 0.02) on validation set of different
datasets for selection of optimal setting of λ hyperparameter over hidden unit of
LSTM-LM
Hyperparameter Search Space
learning rate [0.001]
hidden units [200]
iterations [2000]
activation function [sigmoid, tanh]
λEmbTF [1.0, 0.5, 0.1]
λCF [1.0, 0.5, 0.1]
λSAL [1.0, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001]
Table A.5.: Different values of hyperparameter settings in lifelong learning task; sigmoid is
used as activation function in case of PPL/COH, while tanh is used as the activation
function in case of IR
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